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Car Accident Results In Disciplinary Action
Eleven Members Of The Trinity Women's Lacrosse Team Required To Perform Community Service
BY IAN LANG

News Editor

On Friday the Dean of Students' Office ordered eleven students to perform community
service and placed a temporary
censure on their records for
their involvement in a car crash
which occurred at the corner of
Vernon and Summit Streets a
week ago Saturday.
According to David Winer,
Dean of Students, the ten passengers in the car, who are all
members of the Women's Lacrosse Team, will have a censure
placed on their records until
they complete 30 hours of community service.
Camilla Love '99, who was
the driver of the vehicle, according to Brian Kelly, Director of
Campus Safety, will have a censure placed on her record until
the fall of her senior year and
will be required to perform 50
hours of community service.
When reached by The Tripod

Love refused to comment on her
role in the accident.
The punishment was a result
of the students having violated
three school regulations; Regulation 8: disturbance of the
peace, Regulation 17: self endangerment, and Regulation 23:
unsafe operation of a motor vehicle.
"We are extremely thankful
that nobody was seriously
hurt," said Winer, "but this incident symbolized what many
think is the campus culture:
work hard, play hard, and excessive drinking, which sometimes
leads to accidents, which is why
we felt we had to act."
A number of meetings between the Dean Of Students'
Office, the Athletic Department, the Dean of Faculty's Office, and the students were held
in order to determine what
punishment was appropriate.
Last Wednesday all the parties met together, and on Thursday and Friday the eleven
students involved in the acci-

dent met separately with the
Dean of Students Office, who
then handed out the punishments.
The incident started following the Women's Lacrosse
Team's victory over Tufts two
Saturdays ago. "After the game
was over and won, our team was
ready to celebrate," wrote
Montanna Atkins '97 and
Marjory Waldman "97, Co-Captains of the Women Lacrosse
Team, in a Letter to the Editor of
The Trinity Tripod. "We decided
to meet at the View (The College
View Cafe) at 8:00. Not everyone was there, but many who
were present were underage."
According to Waldman and
Atkins, in their letter, the students remained at the View for
approximately an hour, drinking and "having fun." At this
point eleven members of the
team got into Camilla Love's
Grand Jeep Cherokee, while the
rest of the team divided up between two other cars. When
asked, by The Tripod, about the
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Camilla Love's 1997 Jeep Grand Cherokee,
following the accident at the wrecker's lot.

girls' behavior during their time
at the View, Martin Kaufman
(Marty), the owner of The College View Cafe, stated that he
didn't know anything about the
incident.
Love then drove down Summit Street towards Vernon, and
then proceeded to turn her

CAMPUS SAFETY

head, "to talk to somebody behind her, and in doing so, lost
control of the car and hit a telephone pole," wrote Waldman
and Atkins in their editorial,
A call was placed to Campus
Safety at 9:25 p.m. and was answered by a number of Campus
see DEAN'S on page seven

The Annual Hunger Cleanup
BY SARAH BURBANK

News Writer

ALEX
Former Massachusetts Governor Mchael
CUKOR
Dukakis delivers a lecture in Seabury Chapel.

On Saturday, April 12,1997,65
students from Trinity College,
UConn-Hartford and the
Americorps-Vista I Have a
Dream Program volunteered
their time and energy as part of
the Thirteenth Annual Hunger
Cleanup. The Annual Hunger
Cleanup, a project of the National Student Campaign
Against
Hunger
and
Homelessness, is a community
service volunteer work-a-thon
in which volunteers gain hourly
sponsorships for their time
cleaning up, repainting or refurbishing food banks and shelters,
and planting community gardens.
ConnPIRG's Hunger and
Homelessness Project organizes
the Hartford Hunger Cleanup
each year. Students from Trinity worked at 9 work sites across
Hartford with the dual purpose
of completing service projects
and raising funds for the hungry and homeless. One project

was cleaning up an empty lot in
order to ultimately build a
sports area next to the Salvation
Army Marshall House for residents. Students and community volunteers also cleared out
plots land for community gardens to be built in the future.
The North Campus team,
who won the Team Spirit
Award, is planning to return to
their site to continue working
on cleaning up their site, a
woman's shelter in Hartford.
"We had a great time and will
be going back in the next couple
• of weeks to help out with spring
cleaning inside," said Kirby
Horan '98, one of the team
members.
Many other organizations
participated in the Hunger
Clean-Up. On April 11th, Elmo,
the Hall and Praxis threw ajoint
cave party and pledged to donate half of the proceeds to the
Hunger Cleanup. On the day. of
the Hunger Cleanup members
of Anadama, La Voz Latina,
Jackson, Highrise, Residential
Life program, Community Outreach and many other organiza-

tions came out to represent their
commitment to service not
only in Hartford but across the
country.
"With problems of hunger
and homelessness on the rise,
students are joining the call to
action in their local communities by working for long-term
solutions and providing volunteer power and funds to programs facing increased demand
for emergency food shelters,"
said Kathy Pierre '99,
ConnPIRG's Hunger and
Homelessness Project Coordinator. "The Hunger Cleanup is
a great way for students to work
alongside members of the community and to introduce new
volunteers to the importance of
community service."
Students from Trinity College
raised over $2,000 this semester
in donations from family,
friends, faculty and businesses.
President Dobelle pledged to
meet $1,000 of. that which
brought the total toover$3,200
making this the biggest Hunger
Cleanup ever. Half of the
see FIR G on page eigh t
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Journalistic Integrity
Certain events of the past two weeks have lead the editorial
staff at the Tripod to ask ourselves this: What would the country be
like now if twenty-five years ago President Nixon had called the press
room at The Washington Post and asked, "Mr. Woodward, would you
mind not writing an article about my little, ahem, foray into residence hotels? I'd rather not have my constituents read about it?"
Certainly the lives of hard-working Trinity students do not
come close to Watergate proportions, but we should all care about
journalistic integrity. Tripod editors are aware that the school does
not live and breathe by the words of its weekly paper, but we do care
about the lives of our fellow students and are proud to make it our
business to report on what we think is important and informative.
Whatever events happen here, whether positive or negative, they
affect the student body and future students.
If we don't report the facts, then who will? The rumor mill at
this school is constantly churning, and certainly nobody wants to
be the subject of hearsay at the Mather salad bar. Part of the Tripod's
existence is not to subject students to ridicule or somehow crucify
them before their peers. A good newspaper reports the truth, and, as
the old cliche reminds us, sometimes the truth hurts. From the smallest of incidents on a small college in an anonymous city to scandals
at the highest office in a government, the subjects of news stories
must be prepared to face the truth and persevere through uncomfortable hours.
As long as there are students willing to report for their peers,
the Trinity community will continue to receive the benefit of an
honest newspaper.

Last Saturday night eleven
members of the woman's lacrosse team were involved in a
drunk driving accident on
Vernon Street. When I heard
about this accident I was
shocked. I could not believe that
eleven, seemingly intelligent
people could have the audacity
to pile into a car drunk and start
driving down the road. But I forgot, we are all Trinity students
and car accidents never happen
to us. Well, in a matter of about
five minutes and less than one
mile, these women managed to
break several state laws, including DWI, endanger their lives
and the lives of others, total a
$40,000 Jeep Grand Cherokee,
and flee the scene of an accident
with injury. That sounds pretty
severe to me.
If I had to take a guess, I
would think that at least one of
these women would be in jail
and the others would be suspended from school. Guess
what, They're not. Thanks to
the efforts of Trinity College, everyone involved in that accident
was shielded from the law and
it was all quietly pushed under
the rug. Does that sound right
to you? Maybe I'm just sensitive
because I had a friend die in
high school from a drunk driver.
This crime should not be tolerated for one second. What
kind of message does this send
to people? I guess if you are a

i', i d i i ni i itisokayto

break the law and endanger
lives, because you are protected.
We need to learn to take responsibility for our actions. If you
choose to drive drunk then you
should pay the price. I don't
think people realize how dangerous DWI is until someone
you love is killed by a drunk
driver. DWI is probably one of
the most severe crimes you can
commit as a motor vehicle operator and right now the operator of that Jeep will never fully
understand what she has done
because she was protected by
the almighty Trinity College. If
Trinity is trying so hard to teach
us about the "real world," they're
not doing a very good job, because in the "real world" the
driver of that Jeep would probably be in jail right now.
I recommend that everyone
stop and think what it would be
like to lose your father, or your
brother, or your entire family in
a car accident caused by the
carelessness and negligence of
a drunk. What if the driver of
that Jeep had killed a little kid
playing on the sidewalk?
Would the story change then? It
shouldn't have to take another
life for people to realize that
DWI kills. The actions of drunk
drivers should not be condoned
because endangering human
lives is absolutely unacceptable.
Sincerely,
Matthew Birmingham '98

The editors wish to remind everyone that the Hartsubjected to any DWI sanctions, as is alluded to
above.
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POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL:

Box 702582

••E-MAIL:
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripqd
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Nicholas Moreliead
Oh boy, what a week. As I sat
reading the Saturday paper, I
plum couldn't decide on just
one single thing to write about.
So I wrote about it all. Every article seemed to cry out to me,
"here I am you big stud, write
me now or lose me forever." I
looked at all those articles and
just had so much unbridled sarcasm for each one. I wanted to
do them all, but space and time
allowed for only a select few. So
I ask you all to walk with me.
Walk with me around the world
and back again, and maybe you
too might come to see things
with a slightly skewered perspective and a nice healthy bias.
Here's a good one to start
with: The front page tells about
an Air Force pilot who broke
ranks and decided to fly his attack plane around the Southwest desert armed with four five
hundred pound bombs. That's
great. Not only has the movie
"Broken Arrow" now come to
life, but it could be bombing at
a city near you. But not to worry
folks, the pilot's father assures us
that his son is "well balanced
and happy."T for one feel much
safer knowing that. Come on
back pal, you missed HaleBopp.
More troubles for the guys
and girls in fatigues. There is a
trial going on right now for a
former drill sergeant who is
charged with,.
ferent female trainees. ATTsorts
of questions raised here, sir. He
claims that all sex was consen-

sual. His lawyer claims that several of the women involved used
sex in a manipulative manner
in order to sleep their way towards promotions. Your honor?
Can he say that he was just giving orders? If this punk is guilty,
lock him up with some six foot
seven guy named Tinker who
can't breathe through his nose
and decked an officer back in
'83. Our horny drill sergeant
will surely pay his debt to society, and the military, probably
every night, around the time the
lights go out. We'll see who's
drops and has to give twenty.

OPINION
thought I felt a little strange on
Friday.
Tiger Woods embarrassed
the best in professional golf during the most prestigious tournament in the game, the Masters.
This kid is younger than me and
kicking more butt than his feet
can keep up with, and has got
more lips on his butt than his
cheeks can fit. Not to mention
he's getting paid more money
than God. You know what
though? He's the first African
American to be a member of
Augusta, and he promptly said
'thank you very much' and proceeded to whoop ass all over the
place. The hype surrounding
him has been immeasurable,
but he's already lived up to it
and then some. Good for him.
He's a Woods all right. And yes,
I know he's half Thai.
President Clinton said in a
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"Seems to me there's an honest to
goodness controversy brewing on this
often sleepy and intoxicated campus."
The woes of our beloved city
continue. The school system in
Hartford is now going to be
taken over by the State of Connecticut because its students
have been found to be getting an
inadequate education. One
school, Hartford Public, has
even lost its academic accreditation. That means that colleges
and universities won't even recognize a degree from there as
valid. Once the intellectual
capital of America, Hartford
now cannot educated its children. No wonder the Whalers
kit,.

recent press conference that he
wants to see more U.S. engagement in foreign policy. You've
got to give credit to Bubba for
being smooth. In order to sway
attention from the lingering issue of Campaign Finance Reform, and the festering problem
of Whitewater Gate, he comes
out and says he's ready to play
hard ball with the Commies in
China and the fanatics in the
Middle East. Go get 'em. I don't
really care where the money
comes from anymore. Expand
that 'don't ask, don't tell' thing?
ministration regarding those involved Istiot-strorigfinoiighlsari;
'lift*
And just, when you thought
"you knew what the High Court
points and reports showed signs was. A Federal district judge in
of inflation....All right then. I San Francisco stopped the
Clinton Administration from
punishing doctors who prescribe marijuana to patients, an
action which became legal recently in California under a
new state law. I wonder where
this guy gets his herb from. He
purple sky
gives a whole new meaning to
over
orange
HOW DID
the phrase "wh'at's up, doc?"
streetlights.
And flash forward to yesterCAMP TRIN TRIN MAKE
day
(?) Who, or what, should be
THE FRONT PAGE OF THE
on the front page of the New
grounded airplanes
NEW YORK TIMES?
York Times? Trinity College.
•..
b u s s ,
'•••
•
Nice one. Dobelle gets called
more
slick
politician
than
Mo MAIOLI '97
tweedy intellectual, and has
Long bodied Cheuro lets
Henry Cisneros smooching his
;
'No Comment."
'/OIIOMB compact
butt all the way from L.A. And
Tojjotas over
as for Timothy's, I guess the only
bad publicity is no publicity,
the turnpike
but wouldn't you be a tad bit
todomestic
offended at being called an agdepartures--Terminal C.
ing hippie who bakes nine grain
bread but has no head for fi5 miles/nun
nance? One question, any plans
ruiiira]).
for the View in all that neighborhood revitalization?
JENNIFER CROOKES '9?
For my conclusion, I wish to
bring it all back home. Seems
IJarbedreire
"It was our neighbors in
to me there's an honest to goodFrog Hollow. They were
ness controversy brewing on
this often sleepy and intoxiworried about our
cated campus. I for one am cuimage."
rious to see how it's played put. I
smell some letters on the breath
of the big fellas next week, so
stay tuned! All I need now is a
'Conscious Minds' question for
^
the next issue.
MEL GETZ
Sleep well tonight campers.
Know that if there is a double
"Because the Whalers
standard, or a cover up, or conspiracy here at Camp Trin Trin,
left."
your Tripod is there to turn over
those rocks, fuel that fire, and
spin that rumor-mill wheel
with all the gusto of the Price is
Right. God bless us, everyone.
Who needs a ride to the Tap?
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Know Where Your Pets Are
BY FAWN MURPHY

Opinion Writer

What would you do if you
saw someone torturing your
car? What if your pet were being dissected alive? What if a
person were cutting your cats
brain from her spinal cord?
What if you found out your
money was paying that person
to do it?
This is exactly what is happening, according to In Defense
of Animals, a non-profit animal
defense group based in Mill Valley, California. Research to determine the neural mechanisms
that produce vomiting, conducted by Alan D. Miller at
Rockefeller University in New
York city, involves separating
living cats' brains from their
spinal cords. Miller then administers nausea producing
drugs, but because the cats are
paralyzed, they can't vomit. Instead, Miller observes the response of the nerves that would
normally result in vomiting.
Miller also induces real vomiting in fully conscious animals.
In one experiment a cat was
forced to vomit 97 times in less
than four hours. The cat was
then killed.
The cats are initially anesthetized for the surgical procedure,
however, according to Holly
Cheever, D.V.M., they may later
regain consciousness: "...as the
cats awaken from their decerebration to find themselves
helpless, paralyzed, ...they are
fully able to smell, see and ex-

perience the terror of their situation— they just can't do anything about it." Ms. Cheever
goes on to say that in some experiments conscious cats are
killed by potassium salt injection which causes muscle paralysis and therefore suffocation
before unconsciousness. This
method has been condemned as
cruel and unacceptable for use
as a euthanasia agent by the
American Veterinary Medical
Association.
Vomiting and nausea are
problems for pregnant women,
patients undergoing chemotherapy, and individuals subject
to motion sickness or other illnesses which cause these symptoms.
However, according to Murry
J. Cohen, co-chair of The Medical Research Modernization
Committee "...they (Miller and
his colleagues) have learned absolutely nothing about the human condition because of
crucial differences between cats
and humans. There is no evidence that humans have benefited, or could benefit, from the
...research.
The United States ranks 24th
in infant mortality, and cancer
is on the rise. Yet, since approximately 1980, Miller has received
2 million dollars in federal
funds to conduct this research.
This means that any taxes you
pay, or that your parents pay
conceivably go into funding experiments on vomiting.
It se'etas'ap|>a;j!e4tt''trk'att the
government's priorities in public health have gone awry.

Robert S. Hoffman M.D.
states "1 feel that the work of...
these investigators displays to
advantage a long-standing
problem in the funding of research with public money: the
continued funding of multimillion dollar projects, year after
year, which have no purpose
other than, at best, to satisfy curiosity and, at worst, to destroy
non-human life in order to provide livings and publications
for scientists without providing
anything of value to the taxpayers who support the work.
If you would like to investigate these issues for yourself,
please contact:
In Defense of Animals
131 Camino Alto, Suite E
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415)388-9641 .
If you would like to express
your objection to these experiments, please write to the public member of the Animal Care
and Use Committee at
Rockefeller University:
Mr. Claude Nash,
Animal Care and Use Committee
Rockefeller University
1230 York Ave.
New York, NY 10021
If you object to public funding of these experiments please
express this to your federal representatives:
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, DC 20515
, •'•U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
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What's Wrong
(With SGA)
by Jamie Evans
What the hell is going on around here? I swear, I get a big
kick out of this place sometimes. Look around this week's edition of 'the trusty Tripod .what is the number one issue of the
week? If .you can't tell, drop out and join those nut cases chasing
aliens on that stupid comet. Otherwise, pay close attention" to
what! Saybecause there, is, more going dithe re; than meets the;
eye: Vdo not profess;© know'all the facts &r any for that patter), bjutl arri aware: that some women had afeat accident result-;
ing from p6p^
• '•{ So thepowers that be dc>wii here in jackspn dec.ided;this1seek^ •
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More Talk Of Those With
Jobs And Those Without
BY GILLIAN ANGSTADT

Opinion Writer

Trinity College, in as much as
it is a fantastic institution with
a phenomenal faculty and an
amazing group of people, does
just about nothing to prepare its
departing seniors for anything
that lay beyond the Elms. The
atmosphere in which we are all
finding ourselves at this time of
year is one of fear and reluctance to leave this protected environment. I often hear people
saying they can't wait to leave,
that May 18th can't come soon
enough, but in reality the
thought of leaving this place is
somewhat intangible to everyone— whether or not they have
a job. Reality to us is our daily
rude awakening at Sam's or Park
Street. This place is pretty comfortable; I don't think there are
many people here who would
disagree with that. I can only
imagine how some of the faculty must look at our spoiled
student body. Nevertheless, we
work and do what everyone else>
does, and we've had a damn
good time in the process. Yet,
when the moment comes for us
to pick up the ball on our own,
after having been hand held for
four years, the prospect of actually creating for ourselves the
cut off date to freedom as we
know it tends to pale many efforts. People here are accustomed to a certain quality of life

which many of us will have to
work for years in order to provide for ourselves eventually, if
we're lucky.
What is a job, anyway? For .
me, it is nothing more than
what I thought I was supposed
to do in order to clarify the next
chapter of my life. So help me if
my employer were to read this,
but I selected something completely arbitrary for the sake of
having concrete direction. But,
that's just the way I work as a
person. That path is not for ev-

a minute to ask ourselves what
it is that we want, as opposed to
what it is we think we need or
should do. The pressures are everywhere; whether parental,
personal, peer, or financial. But,
I can predict that many of us,
despite the fact that we can
"breathe a sigh of relief," won't
be so relieved when we find ourselves stuck in an office trying
to be something we're not.
That's potentially an unfair
generalization, but what really
do any of us know about banks,

People here are accustomed to a certain
quality of life which many of us have to
work for years in order to provide for
ourselves eventually, if we're lucky.
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eryone and shouldn't be. I wish
that 1 could have had the freedom to not work at least temporarily so I could maybe think
before jumping. The way I dealt
with the thought of leaving
here was to give myself something else to think about.
The fact of the matter is that,
from my vantage point, our
class seems to be making a decent (if not terrific showing) on
the job scene and the interview
horrors. I applaud everyone that
has gotten a job. But, to those
who have not, I have a couple of
things to say. 1 can safely admit
that part of me is jealous of your
not knowing. Secondly, I question how many of us that are socalled employed ever really took

law firms, marketing strategies
and actually being the teacher
for the first time? I have faith
that we all can do it; we haven't
been completely wasting four
years (have we?).
The first priority right now is
to have as much fun as we possibly can because we all know
that we will never have this
kind of freedom and lack of accountability again. The second
priority is to graduate, a concept
that many of us still toss and
turn about. (And Senior Salute
alumni information already?)
That leaves the "job thing" for
last. This I think is only appropriate for a bunch of people
who have yet to experience fulltime life in the real world.
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Response To Opinion Article
On Israeli Settlement Growth

To the Editor:

not allow the building of new
neighborhoods around JerusaI am writing in response to lem. The way the Palestinians
Ian Lang's article titled "Settle- have portrayed this neighborments At Center of Rift." It is hood though, would make one
great to see members of our think that the Israeli governcommunity interested in such ment is bulldozing Palestinian
an important area of U.S. foreign homes to build Jewish ones.
policy, the Middle East. Never- This is simply not the case. Har
theless, I write this letter in the Homa is to be constructed on a
hope that the next time some- barren hill that is currently 78%
tKe O-Hayl:si:Qra
one
writes on the subject, he/ owned by Jewish private land
y
y
v
Capitol :'-Sver
she will first research what they owners. The next phase of
::to;sEe if ;Iowne<ji£, because He
"SM; nothing '•iariie.~~Appa.t-: are writing about. Mr. Lang's housing includes 10 more
comments were misleading projects for both Arab and Jew;egt:iy<after::sQiT):e time/they
and, at times, totally incorrect. ish residents. Prime Minister
';^d£icec|:thatthere.was a lock
It is my intention to address his Netanyahu "considers it [the
h y - thought was an.
government's] obligation to take
errors herein.
p i : , THey cut my
iiiOVedmy things,he!d
Most specifically, Mr. Lang care pf the city's residents."
-for QQ;;days without;
addresses Har Homa. He is not Whether they are Arab, Chrisgmakmgariy effort;tp: contact
alone in incorrectly describing tian or Jewish is not the overrid;rne,astheifarmer tiwi^'and
this as a "settlement." It is NOT ing factor by any means.
While Mr. Lang does not dirithfflsoidtliertt at an auction.
a settlement. Settlements are
•However, they never found;
used to describe areas where the rectly equate the building of
o; onany record ofthatsaie; v.; ;•;.•., *'•"• Israeli government built on dis- this quiet residential neighborputed land, usually in the West hood on a hill with terror and
Bank. This was quite a conten- murder, he does come terribly
tious issue especially under the close. He writes that one leads
•^teYgoin^
Shamir government in the late to another. One would think
'0most unbelievable experience, 1 would '80s. Har Homa, however, is be- that there is a new type of tering built in an undisputed part ror — terrorism by condoof southern Jerusalem, not East minium that leads to suicide
Jerusalem (East Jerusalem is bombings. I do not care how
currently claimed by both sides, many buildings are built, even
though Jews actually are a ma- if they are constructed in the
jority of the population there). West Bank (which 1 strongly
Har Homa is a planned oppose), The suicide bombing
i; 1
:
ahythin|: iri or put a lock on •sue,
neighborhood built to alleviate of fifty people in a crowded cafe
y |
room at :'the' time since I
the housing shortage in Jerusa- that resulted in the murder of
was still in finals and notpre-;
lem. One of the inevitable ef- three women, one with an unpared to move out of: housing
fects
of having a 3,000 year old born child, can NEVER be jus! p ; ; y ^ ;
yet. On December 15th, I more months ';c£;>tmrejturtied.
city is overcrowding, Actually, tified. I firmly agree with
moved my 2 year old phone calls, I finally got a
the Labor government before Netanyahu. We "must not di,|v|gtanyaim,was responsible for minish, the horror of the sav?
the'planning of Har Homa to agery committed by terrorists.
g
y
^
f
^
ease
the population strain. At .. Nothing justifies terrorism.
arge i>ox of linens into the
the Oslo negotiations a few Nothing. Period." Building a
storage closet and put a lock on Howard told the, insurance;
:
years
ago, the Labor party re- condo does not beget murder.
company
that
my
things
were
t.
• ....
;
fused to sign any accord that did
The government of Israel
I didn't return to the spot water damaged and the com-;
paay
was
trying
to
gee
an
esuntil May 13th, when I was
ready to move into on-campus: timate on, how much; repairs.
housing for the; Summer. My w o u l d c p s t ; • ; -"•'•'-;•, :. ..•••::'//
key did not tit intothe lock and ;;: ::Afterigoing through,this
my name was no,t!;listed i n the ; 'hdrrendpusaftd:alm6stuTit)e-::
U~Haul computer system^ Af- :;;lieyable: experience, 1 would
•definitely advis^;atl •Trinityerfinding;ray fental contract;
students not to do business
[ called the manager, MrV
'with-the Capitol :Avenue;UH
d
^
:
H l h : ; ; : ' : ; ;

^0!^

not;

of

calls;tohiin:and:t;heir regional

supports peace. It has forged
strong relationships with many
Arab states. Egypt, Jordan,
Oman, Morocco, and Tunisia are
just a few of the former enemies
with whom Israel has begun to
work closer. The Palestinians,
however, have showed no reciprocity in terms of making
peace with Israel. According to
Oslo, all they really have to do
is not conduct government activities in Jerusalem and stop
terrorist attacks. They have
failed in both regards. Israel, on
the other hand, has given over
control of every major city in
the West Bank, including the
pull out of Hebron — a tremendous breakthrough. If Arafat is
committed to peace, he should
show it by stopping the violence, not releasing leading terrorist members of Hamas from
jail.
I strongly support the U.S.
government in its fervent support of Israel. Israel is our only
steadfast ally in the Middle East.
Also, as a democracy, Israel reflects the values that we so
strongly believe. This is not a
Democrat or Republican issue.
President Clinton has referred
to Israel as our closest ally and
staunchest supporter. Senator
Jesse Helms (R-NC), on the
other side of the aisle, refers to
Israel as our aircraft carrier in
the eastern Mediterranean. To
put it in the most basic of terms:
I was always taught to stand by
my friends, even in times of
. trouble; the US. must stand by
its ally. Ft is the right thing to
do.
Sincerely,
Jonathan A. Epstein '97

If you have an opinion on
anything from the Mideast to
the Midwest, write forThe
Tripod

ion as

Call Nicholas at 3175
or Paul at 3067

Wbmens Lacrosse Sets The Record Straight
tory, we proceeded to enjoy ourselves and each other, celebratOn behalf of the Women's ing the team's big win over
Lacrosse Team, we would like Tults.lt was a party; most of us
to address the entire Trinity were drinking, all of us werecommunity regarding the having fun. This lasted approxievents on Saturday, April fifth, mately an hour. From the View,
at which time a team party re- we headed back to campus.
Eleven team members got
sulted in a car accident. We
understand that there has been into one car, a Grand Jeep
a lot of concern, and we would Cherokee, to head one block to
like to take this opportunity to : Vernon Street. The driver of the
Jeep turned to talk to somebody
clarify any misconceptions.
; More: importantly, we are behind her, and in doing so, lost
writing this letter to express : control of the car and hit a telethat it is an experience that, we phone pole. The police arrived
have all learned a great deal shortly thereafter. They adminfront, with the hopes; that oth- istered a sobriety test to the
ers :can learn from it as well. driver, which she passed,-Our,
•Jtbe events were as: follows: ' • ••assistant coach, ,.Ghantal
;;" After the game wasover and: Lacroikj who lives on Vernon
wohi pur team: was ready to eel' Street, was heading up the street
ebrate. We decided to meet at withherroornrnate. .
Seeing; team menibersgath^theyiewat 8:00. Not everyone
was:therei;but many who were; , ered by the car,, she stopped, and
present we're underage. With 'then stayed: tohelp the Hartford
the.reminder by; tile captaiits. Police and Campus Security
that drinking was;npt mattdfc: •gather people, arid names, in
ToTheEditor,

attempt to piece together the accident. Four people went down
to Hartford Hospital with mi-

ers involved in the accident, our
captains, Robin Sheppard arid
Chantal Lacroix, Mr. Hazleton,

bility prior to and immediately following the, accident
We realize the severity to
which our bad decisions
could have led and feel ex"We apologize to the Trinity community
tremely fortunate that: no one
for shedding any negative light..."
was seriously injured.
We apologize to the Trinity
nor injuries, the car was towed, Dean Winer, Assistant Dean Community and the Athletic
reports were written, and the Thomas, Assistant Dean Peters, Department in particular, for
appropriate authorities were . andiDean Waggettt represent-; shedding any negative light on
ing the Dean Pf Faculty, met to the school and its athletic proc o n t a c t e d . ,'••''.'•
: .':.••
grams. We have learned a lesSunday morning, Chantal discussthe Saturdayvevening;
had a meeting at her apartment; •;•.'.Thursday and^Friday, each son •that, will prepare us to
with the team. Immediately fol-' ^player involved; in: the accident make smarter decisions in the
/lowing, she, the. captains, and and the captains met individu- • • ' f u t u r e . ' • "•'• ;.:•;•:' '•: •;•.."• •:::--'• •
the driver of theJeep met with ally with Dean Thomas and . Weihope that the people of
Brian Kelly, the Director 6f Dean PetersiFollowing the indi- TrinityCbllege will learn f rom
CampusSafety
• : ; • vidual meetings, the deans met s this experience and that ;to:
• Monday, the Athletic Direc- to determine punishments for - gether we can become a more
tor, Rick Hazleton, arid our the appropriate; team members. responsible community; "^
Head Coach, Robin Sheppard,. ; We hope this clears up any mismet with our captains, to talk • • . c o n c e p t i p n s : '•.'••• y ^ - \ S : , ; P i ••. " S i n c e r e l y , , ;
, ; '
'•'•• ..••
about the incident.
: ';: ; '•;>.: We::unde'rstarid. that the; ad-; Mphtanha; Atkins '97 • :
'••'-• Tuesday, Mr,;,Hazleton and :
Jory Waldman '97
Robin Sheppafd.. met ;with:the. ,: .team-supported.: -. -underage" '•••
'", Co-Captains of W
Dean 6f. Students, David Winer, drinking, and that: we i showed LacrosseTeam
.;: : Wednesday; the eleven. play- ; poorjudgeinent and irresporigi*:

••

<
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Residents Express Opinions
On The Neighborhood Plan
and it hasentirely blocked itself pens when people are walking
from the community. This has around messing with other
News Writer
been done through the Broad people."
Street fence and the blocking off
Chris Ripley, a Trinity student
The much publicized Neigh- of Vernon Street access to Broad who lives off Broad Street had
his own opinions of the safety
borhood initiative is an attmpt Street."
to create an environment of coAfter being asked if this issue. "The idea that if you are
habitation with the local com- bothered them, they replied, on campus you are protected is
munity around the campus, an "[we] don't bother with them, totally absurd."
effort that has provided the the people [Trinity Students] are
He also had an interesting
school with pride and an envi- different from us. They are in view of the school's involveable marketing device.
college thinking of graduation, ment in the community, "The
But what do the people living classes, jobs, etc., while we are neighborhood revitalization is a
in the shadow of Trinity think thinking of where will our next case of self preservation, on the
part of Trinity. If the neighborof thestudents,campus,and the pay check come from."
separate but equal atmosphere
When asked what they hood was to get any worse, the
that the school promotes? Their thought of the outbreak of school would be in big trouble."
sentiments are not as sanguine crime on campus this semester,
In regards to integrating the
as the administation would like Cormier and Ouimette said that students with the community,
the public at large to believe.
they hadn't heard of any spe- he felt that this was almost imThe differences between the
Trinity student body and the
Educated people are smart and the way
local residen ts may be grea t, but
that they see the city as unreparibk is very
it has been stated that the two
communities could learn a lot
depressing In the end it remains to be seen if
from one another.
Trinity College can really make a difference
Colonial Street resident Jerin the minds of the local population.
emy Haynes said, "The city [of
Hartford] hasa lot to offer in the
way of culture and things to do." cific incidents, but that within possible, "The differences are
He pointed out that students the local community, "if you let more of a class and social status
should be able to see that Hart- someone walk all over you once, divide verse a racial and ethnic
ford can be an educational they will always walk all over divide, which are more easily
place.
you." Perhaps the perpetrators overcome.".
"If a student is studying cul- of these crimes have discovered
The fact that Trinity has some
tural diversity, instead of read- that Trinity Students are an of the best and the brightest stuing a book about it, there is a easy, low risk target, as some dents in the country should be
chance m this community to have surmised before.
a benefit to the local commulearn first hand about the diverThe community seems to be nity, but their presence is hardly
sity oE culture within a city," put off by the perceptions they felt on. the other side of Broad
Haynes continued.
T h t f t " 1
could learn a lot from the city when he said, "the community cal sentiments about Trinity
and local community should be is going to be off because of stu- best when he said, "The comenough of an incentive to get dents' background and stereo- munity could benefit from the
involved in some community type."
students living here. Educated
action. There are still many
He also criticized the student people are smart and they way
hurdles that must be overcome. perception of the local commu- that they see the city as
Two other local residents, nity by saying, "[students are] unrepariable is very depressing.
Nicole Cormier and Venique afraid because they think that In the end it remains to be seen
Ouimette, said that,"the College anytime they, go off campus, if Trinity College can really
is its own little town. It has its they will get mugged. This is a make a difference in the minds
own parties, social structure, rare occurrence and only hap- of the local population."
BY JUSTIN GOTTLIEB
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NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Weliesley Rejects Proposal For New Dean
Last Friday Wellesley President Diana Chapman announced that the prospect of
hiring a Dean of Multicultural Affairs is "off the table," The Wellesley News reported. This
announcement came in response to a student proposal which had aimed at advancing
multicultural issues on campus. The proposal included creating an Office of Multicultural
Affairs, hiring a Dean of Multicultural Affairs, and changing the college's policies regarding
"hate crimes." In a written response to the students Walsh said that creating a
Multicultural Affairs office was both "unrealistic and unfair" because of the incredible
diversity of issues which pertain to Multicultural issues. Though Chapman rejected the
idea of hiring a Dean of Multicultural Affairs, she did endorse a large part of the students
proposal. An Ad-hoc Working Group dealing withMulticulturalism and Community
Conservation will be formed, a Multicultural space will be provided, and an intervention
team will be created to deal with multicultural issues in the college's residence halls.

Late Financial Aid Applications To Be Penalized
Students who fail to turn in their financial aid foims by April 15th, will now have
$1000 of their grant reallocated as a loan in their 1997-98 financial aid package, TheMount
Holyoke News reported, According to the Mount Holyoke Financial Aid Office the new
policy is merely a revised version of an old policy which had not been clear, According to
Director of Financial Aid Kimberly Condon, the new policy is being adopted because the
financial aid office is, "making great efforts in trying to make financial aid decisions as
soon as possible." On the whole this means that when the grant of an individual student
is reduced it will be changed to apply towards the students Federal Stafford Loan. Student
reaction to the decision was mixed. "It's fair in that there's a deadline that people should
abide by, but it seems a little extreme," stated Abby Karels '0Q.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Free Willy
Last Thursday night around 11:30 p.m., one student
sighted another urinating inside of New Dorm on Vernon
Street. The distraught student called Campus Safety who
responded by locating the offending student, and
interviewed him. The case has since been referred to the
Dean of Students.

Hartford Police Crashes Party
After several anxious neighbors called in complaints
of a loud party and unruly behavior early Sunday
morning, Hartford Police responded by showing up to a
party at 63 Crescent Street. 11 students were apprehended,
including two who were physically arrested for breach of
peace and interference with arrest. The remaining nine
were given citations for breach of peace, possession of
alcohol by a minor, and creating a disturbance. Court
appearances have been scheduled for the 19th and 25th of
April.

Lewd Knife-Wielders Caught
A Trinity student called Campus Safety around 9:00
p.m. on Friday night after two juveniles made
inappropriate remarks to her near the telephones in the
basement of Mather Hall. One of the youths also drew
what appeared to be a small knife. The two suspects were
later apprehended by Hartford Police and Campus Safety.
Both were booked on charges of threatening, breach of
peace, and criminal trespassing.

The Bicycle Thieves
On Sunday the 13th, a student riding his bike around
^tw^tavQ^ved in an altercation with three
Who ftedthe scene. They were later apprehended
by a patrolman, identified by the student, and arrested on
charges of attempted larceny, assault in the third degree,
and criminal trespassing.

Have Munchies, Will Travel
Two Trinity students were discovered at 4:00 a.m.
after having crashed a Trinity van belonging to the
Audio-Visual Department. One student had apparently
taken the keys while on the job at AV. He and a friend
then high-tailed it to Sam's Fried Chicken and Gasoline to
get some Jo-Jo's. On the way back, the two struck a tree
near Ferris athletic center. The matter has been referred
to Philip Duffy, Director of Audio Visual, and the Dean of
Students.
.

Vandals Descend On Jarvis
On Wednesday morning, it was discovered that in the
course of the night, someone had broken into the
basement of Jarvis where they proceeded to damage the
telephone system and computer equipment.
Additionally, a small fire was lit on the cement floor.
Campus Safety has requested that anyone with any
information come forward.

Partiers In New Dorm Subdued
After receiving several complaints, Campus Safety
officers responded to a party in progress in New Dorm
that was a bit too loud. After resisting three requests for
peace and quiet, the case was referred to the Dean of
Students and the Office of Residential Life.

Car Stolen From Ogilby Lot
On the night of the 10th, a 1984 Nissan Sentra was
taken from the Ogilby parking lot. As of yet, there are no
suspects and Campus Safety has not been informed of
any recovery so far.
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Records Censured
By Dean's Office
continued from page one
Safety officers, including
Charlie Morris, Assistant Director of Campus Safety, as well as
the Hartford Police Department.
Immediately following the
accident, "the majority of the
car's occupants fled the scene,
and were later rounded up in
their dorm rooms by the Hartford Police Department and
Campus Safety," stated Kelly.
"Love also left the accident
scene, but returned shortly after, telling the police she had to
notify her family immediately."
Because of a strong smell of
alcohol, the Police on the scene
decided to administer a field
sobriety test to Love, which she
passed. .
According to Kelly, the test
was conducted within half an
hour of the accident, following
Love's return to the scene. In
addition; the police issued a
ticket to Love for "failure to drive
in the proper lane."
Though there were no witnesses to the actual accident,
Chantal Lacroix, the Assistant
Women's Lacrosse Coach, "was
driving west on Vernon Street,
when she saw the car against
the pole and got put to assist the
students." stated Kelly:
No serious injuries were suffered in the crash, but three students had to be treated at the
Hartford Hospital Emergency
Room for minor shin, head, and
neck injuries, according to Kelly.
among the administrationThat
this incident had been a result
of a team initiation.
"Though this was a
preplanned decision, which we
called an initiation it didn't involve the negative connotations
of initiation," said Waldman in
an interview with the Tripod.
"Not everyone was there, not
even all the rookies. It was made
very clear to the upperclassntan
that they were not to force anything."
The administration, though it
accepts the team's assertion that
no hazing was involved, still
believes that this sort of celebration is not proper. "Whether.it
was a planned celebration or
initiation is a difference of opinion. The students feel that it is
okay if no hazing is involved,
but it is not okay because this
type of celebration can still lead
to dangerous things," said
Winer.
This disagreement over interpretation ,however, is causing
the administration to review
their policy on initiation. "We
were very lucky that nobody
was seriously hurt, and now we
must go from their, and see how
we can prevent this in the future," said Rick Hazelton, Athletic Director. "We are currently
looking into putting something
in the student handbook which
will clear up this lack of regulation."
As a result of the accident the
lacrosse team was forced to cancel a game last Wednesday, and
also cancel their annual Spring
Parents Weekend, according to
Robin Sheppard, Head Coach of
the Women's Lacrosse Team,
.and Assistant Athletic Director.
"We canceled the game primarily because of injuries,"

The work of Carolyn Jones

stated Shepherd. "In addition,
however we felt that it was inappropriate to play the game.
The timing was not smart, and
by playing our actions might
have been deemed offensive."
In addition to the community
service the students will have to .
perform as a result of their punishment, Sheppard.plans to
have her whole team perform
some sort of project.
"On the Monday following
the accident, I contacted the
Newington High School SADD
program, and the East Hartford
MADD
program,"
said
Sheppard. "I think it is appropriate that the whole team do
something."
"This was organized by the
team, and the kids made the
mistake of piling into one car
and driving, and then leaving
the scene of the accident," said
Hazelton, summing up the
whole situation. "It was a case
of good kids doing a bad thing."

Carolyn Jones, author of Living in the FaceofAIDS^w\sVted
CAROLYN JONES
campus last Tuesday. This, one of her photographs, features
Jeremy Rosenberg '99, his sister Lauren C'96), and their father,
Jack.
•__/
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Marriott And ConnPIRG Trinity Hosts Robotics
Distribute Needed Food Competition 1 n Ferris
due to their food.
Marriott, ConnPIRG and the Trinity
News Writer
administration are supportive of the program. The only remaining issue is cost.
Last week Marriott Food Services and Although a little more work must be
Foodshare established a food salvage done by the employees, there will be no
program with the help of ConnPIRG. increase in costs. The issue is whether
Foodshare is a food bank that distributes the cooks will make more food than
food to hunger agencies in Hartford and needed because they know it will be put
Tolland counties. Food salvage pro- to good use anyway.
grams have been around for the last
This isn't a major concern and it
2Oyears in Hartford, but only recently doesn't seem that this wili create a probdid Trinity College get involved.
lem.
Food salvage is a program of
Programs like this at other schools
Foodshare that collects the leftovers that have proven to be sucessful. Boston UniBY SAMAR PARIKH

Food is needed for the prople who stay hungry. America
has enought food for these people, it just doesn't it to
them. Food is wasted every day, leftovers are thrown
away instead of being given to those that need it.
are unused and unserved and distributes
them.
The program does not increase operation costs. Transportation and containers are provided by Foodshare for the
food. The food that is collected would
otherwise be thrown away.
With a little extra work from the employees who package and store the extra
food instead of discarding it. The food is
picked up every Wednesday and Friday.
Marriott was hesitant about the program at first due to liability should
someone get sick from the food. A Good
Samaritan law in Connecticut, however,
says Marriott will not be held responsible should any health problems arise

The

versity gathers 3,500 pounds of food per
week. Stanford gathers 30,000 pounds
per year.
This food is needed for the people who
stay hungry. America has enough food
for these people, it just doesn't get it to
them. Food is wasted everyday, leftovers
are thrown away instead of being given
to those that need it.
Foodshare distributes more than six
tons of food everyday. Food salvation is
just one of the programs of Foodshare.
Since just about any types of food can be
donated, this helps prevent malnutrition. Young children who don't usually
get good meals can get a well rounded
meal through the Foodshare programs.

IS^te*** 3 ^^ 1 >-^1f"4'"j

new applicants.
"The selection process is always really
News Editor
hard, and a lot of the decision were difficult," said Neill, "You always make some
As students prepare for the upcoming enemies in the process."
housing lottery and figure out with
The new hiring practices were herwhom they will be living and where, as alded by Neill as yielding a stronger ap- •
well as what campus job they might plicant pool. There were 93 applicants
have, the Office of Residential Life is in vying for 64 positions, including 50 new
the process of revamping both the ORL applicants. The result was a group that
program and the housing lottery itself. in Neill's opinion is more diverse than in
The structure of the ORL program is the past, and that Neill feels is really envery different from years in the past thusiastic about getting involved with
where a hierarchy ensured both the pos- residents. "People really want to take
sibility of mobility and a.set number of their residential experience more seripositions. This coming fall, the program ously and see value in getting involved,"
will have more positions, but fewer seats she said last week.
of power. The four coordinator positions
Neill cited the group as being espewill be taken over by postgraduate stu- cially interested in social justice and sodents (ads have been placed in The Hart- cial activism, and that it embodied a
ford Cou rant and The Boston Globe), and diversity not reflected in the student
an RA will be assigned to every floor of body at large. "It's a thrilling thing that
every building regardless of whether it we have such an ethnically diverse staff,"
is first-year housing or not. Currently, said Neill.
only first-year housing has an RA on
Another area that is due for a change
every floor, and otherdorms have one RA is the way housing is chosen. While the
per building.
changes are still on the drawing board,
Despite the fact that there are more F_d Stigall, Assistant Director of Residenpositions in the new structure, several tial Life promises that the housing lotstudents who were in the ORL program tery as we now know it will soon no
this year found themselves out of a job longer be in existence.
for next year when their attempts to reInstead of a strict hierarchy of numapply failed. "It's a shame that ORL bers and competing for the room of your
doesn't show more loyalty to the people choice, Stigall claims he will be able to
who have worked for them over the past satisfy every customer. "After next year,
year," said Mary Kuhl '99, an RA in Little I will be able to guarantee you a good
who did not reapply, "I know a few of room," Stigall said.
the people and it is my opinion that they
Seniors will still get preference above
were very good RA's and deserved to be Juniors, and junior in turn will get betgiven the job again next year."
ter housing than Sophomores, but housSarah Neill, Director of Residential ing assignments will be more directed by
Life responded by saying that this year's ORL and less by what number you hapapplicant pool was much larger and pen to get,
more competitive than in past years.
The issue was being debated in SGA
This was in large part due to the fact that last week. According to some, represenall applicants were put in a common tatives were fighting it "tooth and nail,"
pool for all positions, whereas in the past but others are less defensive. According
upper-class RAs were chosen from exist- to reports, Darrick Mello '99, head of the
ing employees, and first-year RA's were SGA housing committee supports the
selected separately from the group of measure.
,

Trinity College announced on April
10 that Connecticut Natural Gas
Corporation's parent company, CTG
Resources, Inc., will be the lead corporate sponsor of the Trinity College FireFighting Robot Contest to be held at
Trinity on April 20. GTG Resources,
Inc. Made a grant to Trinity in the
amount of $7,000 to sponsor the event.
"We are proud to be a sponsor of the
fourth annual Trinity College robot
contest," said Victor H. Frauenhofer,
chairman and chief executive officer of
CTG Resources, Inc. "This event, which
is the largest competition in the nation
of its kind, attracts the intellectual curiosity of both participants and observers."
: •
••;
The list of entrants has grown to
close to 60. They include contestants ,
from 16 states, Canada and Israel The
U.S. Air Force Academy has entered
two robots. The eighth grade boy who
won in the junior division and the
fourth grade girl who was the youngest contestant last year are returning.
Many high school students from at
least three different schools inPhiladel-

country) has registered. Trinity's own
team will be competing.
"This is a fantastic contest that
brings together electronics and engineering enthusiasts of all ages and
abilities," said Trinity Professor of Engineering David Ahlgren. "Events like
this encourage innovation and collaboration, although every contestant competes to win on the day of the contest.
Trinity is grateful to CTG Resources for
both its interest in promoting innovation and its financial support for our
one-of-a-kind contest."
"We are pleased to be a partner with
Trinity for this event," said
Fraunenhofer, "and anticipate we will
be working closely with the College on
its initiative to revitalize the neighborhoods surrounding its campus."
CTG Resources, Inc. Is the parent
company of Connecticut Natural Gas
:
Corporation. : V
:
The fire-fighting robot contest will
be held in Oosting Gymnasium of the
Ferris Athletic Center at Trinity from
1:00: to 5:00 p.m. On Sunday, April 20.
Admission is $5 for adults^ free for stu-

Thisis a fantastic-contest that brings together electronics
and engineering enthusiasts of all ages and abilities
phia are coming. Tufts University is •dents and members of the Trinity comsending two robots andPenn State eh-;: munity; Related activities are planned
gineers will be entering quite, a few "throughout the weekend.
Editor's Note: The above press release
(possibly as many as 12), The president
of the Southern California^Robotics So^: ^was issued hy the Trinity College.Office
ciety; :(the;/Iargest: such' grpup;in;the"i : :qfMarketingandPublicRelations,

Cleans Up

BY JACOB KASELL

ELKESPORSEEN
Two Trinity studens clean up debris during the recent
Hunger and Homelessness project.
training to student leaders through
continued from page one
money raised will go to the Salvation project manuals, on site training,
Army Marshall House here in Hart- phone consultations, and a national
ford, 35% supports the National Stu- conference. NSCAHH also acts as a
dent Campaign Against Hunger and clearinghouse of information and orHomelessness, and 15% funds projects ganizational contacts for students and
of the International Development Ex- the community.
"I would like to thank everyone who
change, a grassroots development orparticipated in the Hunger Cleanup,"
ganization.
Over the past twelve years more said Elke Sporseen, ConnPIRG Camthan 95,000 volunteers have raised pus Organizer. "ConnPIRG would also
more than $1 million for local, national like to thank those that contributed to
and international hunger and the cleanup through donations or
homelessness organizations through sponsorship; the Dean of Students' Ofthe Annual Hunger Cleanup. Volun- fice, Student Activities, President
teer projects have included planting Dobelle, Dominoes, Timothys, Bagelz,
community gardens, repainting local Seargent Pepperoni, Lenas, Marriott,
shelters, and the spring cleanup of food Pizza Plus, and Buildings and
banks.
Grounds."
Created by the student Public InterFor more information regarding the
est Research Groups (PIRGs) and USA Hunger and Homelessness campaign,
for Africa in 1985, NSCAHH is the larg- or for information about the Trinity
est network in the country fighting Campus Chapter of ConnPIRG, call
hunger and homelessness through either Elke Sporseen, ConnPIRG Cameducation, service and action. pus Organizer, or Sarah Francis, TrinNSCAHH sponsors several national ity Campus Student Cordinator at X
programs and provides support and 3510.

NEWS
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The Candidates For SGA
SGA Members At Large

In terna tional

Ramsey
Baghdadi '00

Steven
Chin '00

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

Dianna
Hyde '00

News Report
•The Chinese government has plans to seriously
curtail civil rights in Hong Kong as of July first. Tung
Chee-Hwa, the First Chief Executive of Hong Kong, has
disclosed a proposal which would seriously restrict the
right of public protest and free association in the territory.
All organizations will be required to register with the
police and the government will be allowed to ban some
organizations altogether. The Bejing-appointed body
replacing the Hong Kong elected legislature has condoned
the proposals and seem sure to adopt them.

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

Mia
Antonetti '00
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Elexis
Loubriel '98

Patrick M.
McGrann '98

SGA Budget Committee

•A Berlin court determined on Thursday, April 10 that
the highest levels of Iranian leadership planned the
slaying of four Iranian Kurds in the Fall of 1992 in Berlin.
The judge found that the killing of four dissidents was
arranged by the secretive Committee for Special
Operations in Teheran who's membership includes Iran's
spiritual leader, president, and prime minister amongst
others. The procecution accused the president and
spiritual leader of personally ordering and approving the
murders. This ruling reinforced America's assertation that
Iran sponsors state-sanctioned terrorism, and drove the
European nations closer to Americans' requested
osterization of Iran.
•India's government was defeated in a Parliament
confidence vote held on Friday, April 11. This leaves three
major parties in India competing for the new leadership
positions left open by the departing government led by
Prime Minister, H.D. Deve Gowda. Mister Deve Gowda's
fourteen-party minority coalition announced their
defiance to the parliament's vote. If no other party can be
agreed upon, India will hold nationwide elections this
summer and Gowda declared his faith in "the final
jugement which rests with this nation of 950 million."

National
•The space shuttle 'Columbia' returned to Earth on
Tuesday, April 7, almost two weeks early. The shuttle had
been launched to study the effects of the gravity in space
on fire and combustion and to run experiments on plant
growth. The shuttle, only the third since 1981 to land
early, had trouble with one of its three essential fuel cells
which produce electricity for the shuttle. Though less
than a quarter of the experiments were completed before
the shuttle had to land, scientists hope the experiments
will be continued on the next mission.
•Trinity College was prominently featured on the
front page of Monday's New York Times. The article
discussed the plans for the Neighborhood Initiative and
quoted President Evan Dobelle at length. The article held
up the plans at Trinity as a new approach to dealing with
the urban decay that now faces several college campuses
across the nation.

Mary Jo
Bates '00

Austin M.
Campriello '00

Katherine

Duff '00

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

Madeline
Kane '99

•A federal judge ruled that a new law allowing the
President to veto parts of bills already enacted was
unconstitutional. The law, which had given the president
tremendous leverage, had removed the obligation of
accepting bills in their entirety. The judge said that the
law violates the first ammendrnent because it forces
Congress to surrender powers that cannot be delegated to
the president. The Clinton administration is expected to
appeal the decision at the Supreme Court.
•On April 2, an A-10 Thunderbolt disappeared
carrying four 500 pound bombs. The Air Force
announced on Friday, April 11, that they believed that
Captain Craig Button was in control of the plane until it
crashed somewhere in the Colorado Rockies and have not
abandonned hope that he survived. No one has yet been
able to explain why the captain mysteriously flew away
from a three plane formation and was seen zig-zagging
across the sky over the four corners region (where Utah,
Arizona, New Mexico, and Colorado intersect). Though
the search has been stalled by difficult weather, teams are
searching near Aspen, Colorado.

Jeffrey
Ginsburg
'00

Vote Wednesday-

Compiled by
Terry. Rif kin
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LECMES
Wednesday, April 16

Slovenly Seniors
Around Trinity likes to party as
much as the next J. Crew-ed prep, but
sometimes we all need to remember
the folks who clean up after our
spoiled tendencies; after all, it sure
the heck ain't us. The Niedermeyer
Award for the week of 4/8 - 4/14 goes
to those bloated, Genny-swilling
neanderthals of New Dorm who left
the halls and bathrooms dirtier than
the dirt in Dirtville (for lack of a better metaphor). While ^4T*is taking so
much pride in being judicial, here's a
word of advice to the newly welcomed campus planners: Urinals!
Men's bathrooms need urinals! Otherwise there's nowhere to sit! Obviously nature never calls on the P.C.
Police.
Don't Buick The Duke!

Former Presidential candidate
Mike Dukakis was on campus yesterday to guest lecture a class for President Dobelle, but was almost on
campus literally when a deranged/
stressed out/Republican (?)/asleep at
the wheel/nutso student came darn
close to running him over in the
Chapel parking lot. The Duke threw
up his hands and was only momentarily frightened. Said the former
governor of Massachusetts, "Thatwas,,,
nothing. Running for President was
more scary than almost getting hit by
a car. Remember that tank I was
riding around in while campaigning?
No one was driving it, it was totally
out of control. I felt like James Garner in that movie 'Tank,' only much
shorter, of course." Careful out there
kids, we want to be in the New York
Times for positive things!

Thursday, April 17

4:15 PM

Emmanuel Sivan, Professor of History at Hebrew
University, will present a lecture entitled, "How the Islamic Wave Peaked." Amnon Cohen, Professor of Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies at Hebrew University
will then follow with a lecture entitled, "The Case of
Egypt." These two lectures are part of a series entitled,
Six Israeli Experts on Religion and Civil Society in the
Middle East, which is sponsored by the Center for the
Study of Religion in Public Life of Trinity College and
the James Shasha Institute for International Seminars
of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel. This event
is free and open to the public, and it will be held in McCook Auditorium.

Wednesday, April 16

4:00 PM

The International Studies Program presents a lecture
by Palagummi Sainath entitled: "Everybody Loves a
Good Drought. (Stories from India's Poorest Districts.)"
It will be held in the McCook Library.

Thursday, April 17

3:00 PM

Come hear students from Trinity's Private Lessons
Program and Chamber Ensembles play and sing solos
and chamber music from their semester's study in the
Afternoon Student Music Recital. This event will be
held in Garmany Hall, and admission is free.

Tickets for
Showcase Cinema
are available at a
discounted price from
SLRC.
Call 2170 for more information.

4:15 PM

The lecture series Six Israeli Experts on Religion and
Society in the Middle East presents a lecture by Moshe
Halbertal, Professor ofJewish Philosophy, Hebrew University, entitled, "Between Exile and MessianismJudaism's Response to the State of Israel." Immediately
following this lecture, Ehud Sprinzak, Professor of Political Science, Hebrew University, will speak on,
"Netanyahu- A New Conservative Alliance: Another
Version of Civil Society." A reception will follow the two
lectures. This event will be held in McCook Auditorium.
It is free and open to the public.

Thursday, April 17

Sunday, April 20

7:00 PM

Linda Fairstein, chief of the sex crimes unit of .the
Manhattan District Attorney's Office, prosecuting at torney, and author will speak in the Washington Room on
policy and practice in the prosecution of sex crimes.
This program is free and open to the public.

Thursday, April 17

8:00 PM

The Trinity Department of Music and the College
Chapel welcome the Yale Collegium Musicum performing Reinhard Reiser's St.Mark Passion (c. 1710), with an
orchestra of period instruments, in a version performed
in Leipzig by J.S. Bach. This event will be held in the
Chapel, and admission is free.

II
lliiilliilliiiiillM

8:00 PM

The Department of Philosophy presents the annual
Blanchard W. Means Memorial Lecture by Dr. Robert B.
Pippin, Chair of the Committee on Social Thought, Uni.veKsto of Chicago. The title of this lecture is, "Henry
•*JMe's &fMo«»rtt Moral Meaning," and it will be held
In McCook Auditorium. Admission is free
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Sunday, April 20

Tuesday, April 22

2:15 PM

The Educational Studies Program presents a lecture
by John Brittain, entitled, "Remedies to School Segregation: The Aftermath of Sheff v. O'Neill." This lecture will
take place in McCook Auditorium.
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"They Can't Catch Me! I'm
&*$%%©#* Innocent!..."

AT likes the style of the young ladies in Jarvis Monday night who welcomed prospectives to our campus
by sticking their darry-airs out the
windows while singing that romantic ballad "Welcome to the Jungle." A
statement released through Axl
Rose's therapist states that Axl is
pleased with the attention Trinity
students are giving to his art, and
Slash went on the record with a profound and timely, "Ugh." Admission
statistics do not count this kind of recruitment, but if .47* were in high
school, ATwould say, "Sign me up!"
In Local News...

The returns are in from last
weekend's campus party scene.
Sources close to ATa.te very touchyfeely. Also, said sources said that the
Cave party was a bit bouxr erinnges,
as the French say, and was just "a
group of men writhing with their
hands in the air." Whatever, Also,
while waiting for the music at Cleo
to start, AT wandered over to the
Washington Room and had a grand
old time before the band finally
played at Cleo at *yawn* 130. That's
the party news for now, stay tuned
for the weather, sports, and the story
of a whale who really knows how to
garden!

The Crucible (PG-13)

Wed, April 16 - Sat, April 19

7:30 PM

(1996) Director: Nicholas Hytner. Screenplay by Arthur Miller, based on his play. Cast: Daniel Day-Lewis, Wiriona
Ryder, Paul Scof ield, Joan Allen, Charlayne Woodard. Following similar outbreaks in our own city of Hartford, Salem,
Mass was visited by accusations of witchcraft in 1692. Playwright Arthur Miller, in The Crucible, brilliantly equated
the excesses of the witch trials of 17th century Salem with the anti-Communist hearings of the 1950s, today, Miller's
adaptation of his play for the screen is as powerful as ever, as the madness of Salem explores the results of strict
fundamentalism, especially on young women. Daniel Day-Lewis, Winona Ryder and Joan Allen give vivid performances for director Nicholas Hytner (The MadnessqfKing George), bringing an intensely personal dimension to this
dramatic tale of paranoia, betrayal and persecution. 123 min.

Evita (PG)

Sat, April 19
Fri, April 18 - Sat, April 19

2:30 PM
9:55 PM

(1996) Director: Alan Parker. Screenplay by Parker and Oliver Stone, based on the book and lyrics of Tim Rice.
Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber. Cinematographen Darius Khondji. Cast: Madonna, Antonio Banderas, Jonathan
Pryce. Surpassing the expectations of many critics, Alan Parker's cinematic version of Andrew Lloyd Webber's musical is a dazzling, operatic film on the rise to power of Evita Peron. Sisters under the skin, Madonna and Evita grew
up as poor Catholic girls who won adoration (and more importantly, power) in the male-dominated businesses of
music and politics. Brilliantly photographed by Darius Khondji (who also shot The City of Lost Children), the film is
a transporting combination of costumes, choreography and music, that has rarely been pulled off since the demise
of the Hollywood musical. Adding a sharp edge to the rags-to-riches saga is Antonio Banderas, as a narrator named
Che who comments on the politics as the action unfolds. 131 min.

Les Voleurs (not rated)

Sun, April 20
Sun, April 20 - Tues, April 22

2:30 PM
7:30 PM

(France, 1996) Director: Andre Techine. Written by Techine, Giles Taurand. Cast: Catherine Deneuve, Daniel Auteuil,
Laurence Cote. Cinestudio presents the Hartford Premiere of Les Voleurs, the new film by Andre Techine tat reunites
the director and stars (Catherine Deneuve and Daniel Auteuil) of Ma SaisonPreferee. This time the two actors play,
not brother and sister, but a philosophy professor (Deneuve) and a policeman (Auteuil) who are both having an affair
with the same vulnerable young woman. Putting aside their jealousy, they come together to try to rescue their mutual lover from her underworld connection and hidden past. Forty years after her film debut, Deneuve still has the
rare ability to bewitch the camera with the subtlety of her acting and her effortless elegance. "One of the bestfilmsof
the year."-Andrew Sarris. 117 min.
-CompiledbyChristineMcCarthy-McMorris
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Wednesday, April 16

Hillel Picnic

The Latin American and Spanish Film Series presents Extramuros, directed by Miguel Picazo. Behind
the peaceful walls of an impoverished medieval Spanish convent lies a teeming hotbed of ambition, lies, and
double-crossing, as can be seen in this powerful,
thought-provoking drama. Based on a novel by Jesus
Fernandez Santos, it explores the boundaries between
secular society and female religious communities, between the aristocracy and townsfolk, between official
hierarchies and popular devotion. The institute of the
convent, whether seen as a place of confinement for
excess female population or as a place of empowerment
and advancement for otherwise relegated women in a
male centered society, is now recognized as essential to
the history of gender. The film will be followed by a
lecture by Trinity Professor of Modern Languages and
Literature, Carlos Lechner. Admission to this event is
free and it will be held in the Life Sciences Auditorium
at 7:30 PM.

There will be a Hillel Picnic on Wednesday, April 16,
from 11:45 AM to 1:00 PM on the Life Sciences Quad. Join
us for felafel and fresh air! In case of rain, lunch will be
served in the Hillel House, 32 Crescent Street. All students, faculty, and staff are welcome at this event. Just
bring your appetite!

Through Saturday, May 31
Visitors to the Watkinson Library can explore the significant influence of Greek and Latin Classics in 18th
century Britain in an exciting new exhibit: Bentley's
World: The Greek and Latin Classics and Their Influence on 18th Century Britain. The exhibition, while
touching on the architectural influence of the Classics,
stresses the way printing and literature were imbued
with ideas and an artistic sensibility deeply indebted
to Greece and Rome. The exhibition was prepared by
Dr.Jeffrey H. Kaimowitz, Curator of the Watkinson Library. For more information, you may call 297-2266 or
297-2268

Considering Medical School?
For first years through seniors, come learn about the
medical school admissions process from an insider.
Whether you are considering applying to medical
school this year or in the future, attend an information
session with Dartmouth Medical School on Monday,
April 21 at 7:00 PM in the Alumni Lounge. This event is
brought to you by the Career Counseling Office.

Legislative Internship Support Fund
Financial Support is available for legislative internships this summer. The William Cotter Congressional
Internship Fu nd, endowed in memory of U.S. Congressman William R. Cotter, Trinity '49, provides a stipend
for students doing internships in the offices of any
United States Senator or Representative. Preference is
given to internships with Connecticut Senators and
Representatives and to legislative interns in Washington, DC. If you are planning such an internship this
summer, you may receive some financial support from
this fund. Please submit a statement of need and a letter of acceptance from your internship placement to the
Internship Office by May 15 to apply for a stipend.

Through Sunday, June 8
An exhibition of contemporary art, primari ly by artist working in California, is currently at the Yale University Art.Gallery, 1111 Chapel Street, New Haven, CT.
This exhibition, entitled Hawaiian Eye: Collecti ng Contemporary Art with Thurston Twigg- Smith, includes
paintings, prints, and sculpture, both by modern masters and younger, emerging artists, most of them acquired over the past two decades by a Yale Alumnus
who is a lifelong resident of Hawaii. For more information, call (203) 432-0600. The museum and the sculpture garden of the Yale University Art Gallery are open
to the public, free of ' e t a i f 6 « » W S W « f f i S S p f l
dday through
hp h Sunday,
d 100 AM
Af to 5 PM.

Keep your eyes peeled to the Tripod
for important Spring Weekend and
Commencement announcements in
the following weeks.
The Spring Weekend bands will be
announced in the April 22 edition.
nir Tripod; The #1 Source for

Everything!

Now PLAYING,
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, April 17
Prices: $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860)568-8810 .
The Saint (PG-13)
That Old Feeling (PG)
Selena (PG)
Return of the Jedi (PG)
Liar Liar (PG)
Inventing the Abbots (R)
Grosse Point Blank (R)
Double Team (R)
Devils O w n (R)
BAPS (PG-13)
Anaconda (PG-13)
6th Man (PG-13)

11:15 AM; 11:45 AM; 1:50 PM; 2:20 PM; 4:20 PM; 4:30 PM; 7:00 PM; 7:35 PM; 9:30 PM;
10:05 PM
11:50 AM; 2:30 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:10 PM
11:20 AM; 1:55 PM: 4:35 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:55 PM
12:30 PM; 3:45 PM; 7:05 PM; 9:50 PM
12:00 PM; 12:45 PM; 2:10 PM; 3:00 PM; 4:30 PM; 5:15PM; 7:00 PM; 7:30 PM; 9:15 PM; 9:45 PM
11:30 AM; 1:45 PM; 4:10 PM; 7:15 PM; 9:45 PM
11:35 AM; 2:25 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:40 PM; 10:00 PM
11:55 AM; 2:40 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:55 PM: 10:15 PM •
11:25 AM;
9:35 PM 2:00 PM: 4:25 PM: 7:10 PM; 9:40 PM
11:15 AM;
10:00 PM 11:45 AM; 1:30 PM; 2:00 PM; 4:15 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:15 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:30 PM;
11:40 PM;
2:15 PM; 4:55 PM; 7:25 PM

Newington Cinemas - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Times are valid through Thursday, April 17
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860)666-1401
Star Wars (PG)
Jerry Maguire (R)
Cats Don't Dance (G)
Power Rangers 2 (PG)
Scream (R)

1:30 PM; 3:40 PM; 4:00 PM: 6:10 PM; 7:15 PM; 9:25 PM; 9:45 PM; 11:55 PM
7:00 PM; 9:25 PM; 9:35 PM; 12:00 PM
2:00 PM; 3:40 PM; 4:30 PM; 6:10 PM
1:45 PM; 3:35 PM; 4:15 PM; 6:05 PM
7:25 PM; 9:15 PM; 9:25 PM; 11:15 PM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, Next to the Webster Bank
••••••••" Times are valid through Thursday, April 17
Prices: $3:50 general admission; $2.50 matinees
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
Jerry Maguire (R)
Star Wars (PG)

7:00PM; 9:40 PM
7:10 PM; 9:40 PM
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Tuesday, April 15
6:00 PM

There will be a Religious Tolerance
Forum at 6 PM in MatheT Halt.

Wednesday, April 16
12:00 noon

There will be a Hillel Picnic on the
LSC quad.

7:00 PM

A lecture by Linda Fairstein will
be held in the Washington Room.

9:30 PM

Open Mike Night will be held in
the Underground.

10:00 PM

Emma starring Gweneth Paltrow
will be playing in the Cave,

Thursday, April 17
9:30 PM

The Bookhouse Boys will be performing at the Bistro.

Friday, April 18
7:00 PM

There will be a Roller Skating
Party leaving Mather at 7:00 PM
and returning around 11:00 PM.
The cost is $2, and signup is in
SLRC.

8:00 PM

Karaoke Night will be held in the
Bistro until 12 midnight.

10:00 PM

The A ASA formal will be held in
the Cave.

Saturday, April 19
8:00 PM

La Boheme will be playing at the
Bushnell. Tickets are $8 in SLRC.

8:00 PM

Caddy Shack will be playing on the
Main Quad.

9:00 PM

Acoustic Fest will be held in the
Cave until 2:00 AM. Admission is
$3.

Sunday, April 20
• . . •

There will be an Ultimate Frisbee
Tournament on the Main Quad.

Classifieds
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings in your local area.
call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000

FOR SALE:
1969 PONT1AC FIREBIRD
Rebuilt Ram-Air engine
NEW Interior, NEW Tires
Automatic Transmission, Original Paint
$7,000
Call X3069 for Details

Would you like to work on the
TRIPOD?
******************************************
Tonight (4/15) at 9:00 in the Tripod
office in the basement of Jackson
Dorm, the Tripod will be holding
elections for next semester's staff.
Any student is eligible for any
position.
If you have any questions, please call x2583.

There will be a Religious Tolerance
Forum on Tuesday, April 16 in
Terrace Room B.
The topic of this month's forum is

"Stairways to Heaven"
In this informal discussion, questions such as "Where
do we draw the line between cults and organized
religion?" will be addressed.
For more information, contact Jamie Roseman x2710.
Dinner will be catered by Timothy's.

• Do you have an uncanny news sense?
• Do you have outrageous opinions that make others cringe?
• Do you crave more and more sports statistics?
• Do you have the creative juices to write an awesome "Top Ten" list?
• Do you feel like you live your life in Austin Arts and Cinestudio?
Do you have the leadership skills to make others jump at your command?
THEN RUN FOR AN EDITORIAL POSITION ON:

THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE FALL 15)97 SEMESTER:

•EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
•BUSINESS MANAGER
•PRODUCTION MANAGER
•OPINION EDITOR
•ARTS EDITOR
•ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR
•ON-LINE EDITOR
•SENIOR EDITOR """""'

•MANAGING ED/TOR
•BUDGET DIRECTOR
•NEWS EDITOR
•FEATURES EDITOR
•SPORTS EDITOR
•PHOTOGRAPHYEDITOR
CIRCULATION MANAGER

THE TRIPOD WILL BE HOLDING ELECTIONS ON

Tuesday, April 15
at 9:00 p.m.
on the first floor of Jackson
To run for a position, or to nominate
someone else for a position, call X2583
and leave a detailed message on the voice
mail.
Or Jus!
com© to the
For further informameeting!!!
tion, contact Anthony Lowenberq at
X3069 or Ernie
Anquilla at X3489.
Join tSie staff that has been bringing news to Trinity College since 1904 - ftfj$ Wvitlfty
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New Musicals Might Bring Life To Broadway
BY JAVIER CHACIN

Arts Editor

Original Broadway shows
have been few and far between
for a few years. Two years ago the
musicals consisted of mostly revivals, leaving the Tony Award
committee no other choice but
to give Andrew Lloyd Webber's
Sunset Boulevard, which closed
last Saturday, the best musical
award with no competition.
Last year the awards were
swept up by Rent, which was
one of a few original musicals of
the season that was successful
among critics as well as financially stable.
This season a few musicals
are operrmgthatarenot only

original works, but that show
some hope of success if simply
because of the names involved.
jekyll and Hyde, which will
open April 28 of this month, has
been around for more than half
a decade, being tinkered with
and being bounced from one
whether the show will meet the
expectations Broadway guros
have placed on it.
Word of mouth has placed
the musical among many of the
British imports, routinely
thought as having no brain and
a lot of spectacle but the audience present at the preview performances have consistently
given the musical a standing
ovation.
The production opening
this month is very different
from the tour that travelled the
country last year. Headed by a
different director, the production was not herald by the critics and was abandoned by its
director a few months before it
was suppose to open on Broadway.
The new production, directed by Robin Phillips, has retained most of the cast,
including Linda Eder who has
been with the project since it's
concept album, and Robert
Cuccioli who portrayed the
leading characters on the tour.
Most of the driving force behind this project lies in the score
by Frank Wilhorn and Leslie
Bricusse, which has been the
only consistent element in every version of the show, not
counting Eder. Hopefully the
power of the material has not
been erased through every rewrite and reconception it has
gone through.
The story is an adaptation of
Robert Lewis Stevenson's classic
novel, The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. The authors have added elements to
the material to create paralleled
love affairs between Jekyll and
his soon-to-be-wife and between Hyde and a whore,
played by Eder, who he desper-

ately falls in love with. The high
point of the musical is the powerful duet between Jekyll and
Hyde, fighting for the one soul
they share. They scream at each
other in hysteria .Whether this
production servesjustice to the
novel or not the score will still
gain fans in its many recordings.
Steel Pier, which opens on
April 24, has the extensive reputation of its composer and lyricist to hold on to. John Kander
and Fred Ebb have not written
a musical since Kiss of The Spider Woman , but they are still
considered two of the most consistent creators of musicals
around these days. With such
works as Cabaret, which might
be revived next season, and Chicago, which is playing once
again on Broadway and has garnered a great deal of critical acclaim, the writing team of
Kander and Ebb have become
very prominent in the musical
theater scene.
This new musical set in Atlantic City in the 1930's, where
two people fall in love at a dance
marathon, has been choreographed by Susan Stroman,
multiple Tony Award winner,
and is directed by Scott Ellis,
who directed The World Goes
Round: The Music of Kander
and Ebb off-Broadway. This
could be said to be a reunion for
Ellis and Stroman, who both
worked on that Kander and Ebb
revue,, and Karen Ziemba who
was the leading lady of that
show and is a principle perfor the traditional musical to
make a come back after Bring
on 'Da Noise, Bringon 'Da Funk,
and Rent wowed them last year
may be happy with this endeavor which seems to follow
along those lines, but with the
important people, excluding
the composers, having come
from flops, Stroman with last
years Big and Ellis with his misguided production of Company
at the Roundabout, there is still
uncertainty whether this inti-

when it is good it is good, and
when it's bad it is messy. It is a
musical about characters, and
to place a dozen lives on stage
and try to do them justice is a
tricky move which sometimes
fails, as in last years Rent and
another musical opening this
season Titanic.
Michael Blakemore, the director, has worked with
Coleman before on City of Angels and has the experience to

Titanic, opening on April 23,
seems like an idiotic idea from
the beginning. Based on the disastrous maiden voyage of the
Titanic, the musical employs a
cast of over forty and a stage
that literally tilts upward as the
legendary boat did when it
sank. The element that is giving
the musical some clout at the
moment is the score which has
been written by Maury Yeston,
who also wrote the score for the

Robert Cuccioli and Linda Eder in the newest
musical version of Jekyll and Hyde.
point this project in the right
direction, with the experienced
cast it has attained, which includes Sam Harris of Grease
and Joseph fame, it might just
end up being a keeper.

CAROtROSECC

Tommy Tune directed musical
Nine and the other Phantom of
the Opera musical Phantom.
Word of mouth, though, is not
giving too much praise to the
score, and is rather delving on

the technical problems with the
stage that have been slowly
coming together, and the composure of the show itself, which
is not so easily coming together.

Similar to The Life, Titanic
deals with a great deal of characters and no real leaders at the
forefront. This takes any focus
away and leaves the audience
confused. Once the creators figure a way of embodying some
characters with importance
and cutting others for the good
of the play the show might have
a chance.
The question of realism is
also very important, because it
is this factor that makes the
story so haunting. The musical
employs very little realism, and
therefore fails to grip the audience. As a miniature boat is
strung from one side of the
stage to the other the audience
laughs. It was a true story and
needs to be respectable to its
source. Its creators have a week
to pull it all together an hopefully it will happen. Bigger
problems have been fixed in less
time on the stage. Maybe things
will come together in the end.
Whether or not it is a good idea
to make a musical out of the legend of the Titanic it is still and
exhilarating endeavor simply
because it is great material that
forms the basis of the show.
With these musicals taking
center stage soon Broadway has
once again created original musicals to fill the theaters.
Whether the shows hold up and
impress the critics as well as
please the audience is a major
question, Andrew Lloyd
Webber's Whistle Down The
Wind has been postponed till
next season, as well as Stephen
Sondheim's Wise Guys. It would
be nice to see shows that have
not been initiated by either of
these theater giants succeeding
because of their merits, rather
than because of name recognition.

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days! ( ^ )
Wo CREDIT. MO JOB. MO PAREMT-SIGMER. HO SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
mate show will survive.
The Life, opening on April
26, is unconventional material
in a conventional way. If this
does not make much sense it
most likely will once I tell you
the subject of the show and it's
composer. A musical about
pimps and hustlers in 1970's
Times Square with music by Cy
Coleman. This Broadway legend, who has written a dozen
musicals including City of Angelsand The Will Rogers Follies,
seemslike the wrong person to
head a project with such an unorthodox subject matter for a
musical.
The score was released a year
ago as a concept album and had
a mild reception. It included
such artists as Liza Minelli and
had an eclectic orchestration to
make the recording more commercial. The show in previews
has gotten a mixed word of
rriouth. It has been noted that
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Pearls For Pigs Crashes Into Hartford Stage
sents hisaudience with a montage of discordant sounds, shocking lighting efArts Writer
fects, and fascinating imagery.
The show is an investigation into the
Pearls for Pigs, directed by Richard mystery of life that ultimately give no
Foreman and playing at the Hartford answers.
He allows his audience to draw their
Stage is an experience beyond all expeown conclusions, to create their own
meaning. It is not necessary, however, to
find an answer in the play.
It is just as desirable to simply engage
in the experience of this mental and
riences.
Foreman, who has written and di- emotional ride.
rected for three decades, has created for
The imagery in Pearls was plentiful
his audience a landscape of the mind. and packed with meaning for those who
BY JAMES SHELTON

Crumpled pieces of paper were scattered on
the floor like so many old scripts, and skulls
practically littered the stage evoking images
of Hamlets famous York speech.
Forget about trying to apply traditional
theatrical values to Foreman's work, it
will only serve to detract from the experience.
Pearls purports to be the story of an
actor as he explores and confronts his
stage fright. Maestro, played masterly by
David Patrick Kelly, lives eternally playing a character, whether on stage or in
his personal life. Surrounding Maestro
are Pierrot (PeterJacobs), Colombine (Jan
Leslie Harding), a Doctor (Tom Nelis),
and a collection of large male dwarves
(David Callahan, David Cote, Yehuda
Duenyas, John Oglevee).
The plot does not explain the play.
That is the point, though. Foreman pre-

wished to interpret.
The set was loosely designed around
a central proscenium curtain, which was
later drawn to reveal a chalkboard covered in writing: Theatre of the mind, theatre of the absurd. Left center stage
contained a coffin-like box which characters would constantly enter and exit

reminiscent of stage magic.
Crumpled pieces of paper were scattered on the floor like so many old
scripts, and skulls practically littered the
stage evoking images of Hamlet's famous

The logo for Pearls For Pigs is as
aloof as the show itself.
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Deportment Of History Prizes!!!
The Department of History announces the following prizes for
essays judged by the Department to be of distinguished quality.
THE GEORGE B. COO?ER PRIZE IN BRITISH HISTORY

§300
Awarded to the senior who has done the best work, in British history at Trinity. The
prize was established in 1976 by D.G. Brinton Thompson, Northam Professor emeritus
and a former Chairman of the History Department.

FERGUSON PRIZE IN HISTORY
FIRST PRIZE - § 5 5 0 ; SECOND FRIZE

- 5450

Students in all classes are eligible to apply for this prize. Essays of at least IS pages
written independently or for courses and seminars are eligible for consideration.

•GEORGE-IT. MEAD PRIZE IN HISTORY

§aoo
Awarded to an outstanding history major in the freshman or sophomore class.

D.G. BRINTON THOMPSON PRIZE IN AMERICAN HISTORY

§500
Open to all classes. The award is to a paper of at least IS.pages considered by the Department to be an excellent one in the field of American history.

Mii.Es.. h. TUTTU

PRIZE

§700
Competition for this prize is open to members of the senior class only. It will be
awarded for papers and theses written independently or in a course or seminar. The
prize will be awarded to the student whose paper is judged to be best in any field of
History. Papers should be at least 15 pages in length.

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE HISTORY DEPARTMENT OFFICE IN SEABURY
23 BY APRIL 16,1997 OR SOONER PAPERS SHOULD BE FREE OF NOTATIONS,
GRADES, ETC, ON THE COVER PAGE AND/OR IN THE MARGINS OF THE TEXT.

HARTFORD STAGE

Yoric speech.
At certain points mirrors were directed at the audience while Maestro addressed the audience, ultimately begging
the question of who is being watched the
actors or the audience.
Amid all of this chaos, one begins to
detect a thread of narrative running
throughout. Maestro is confronting the
things which exist in his mind and in his
life.
At one point he launches into a monologue where he wrestles with the fact
that matter ceases to exist at the subatomic level, and merely has the ten-

dency to exist.
He comes to realize the cosmic joke of
the universe: when the mystery of the
universe is unraveled we are left with
nothing, another mystery.
Just as when the mystery of the play
is unraveled, we are left only with more
questions.
As well conceived as Pearls is, it still
has its problems. Its main weakness is
the staging.
It is clear when watching the performance that Foreman is unfamiliar with
blocking productions for a thrust, where
the audience sits on three sides of the
stage.
Most of the action takes place down
stage making it difficult for audience
members sitting on the right or left sides
to see.
There were even times when the action was completely obfuscated by the
presence of two chalkboards placed between parts of the audience and the actors.
Despite its problems, Pearls is something that should be .experienced.
Whether or not you find some,deepseated truth buried beneath the layers,
the play refuses to let you remain passive.,
It engages you, challenges you, and forces
you to explore.
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Concert Choir Shows Brand New Couches
Us A Different Side Grace Austin Arts
By ERNESTO C. ANGUILLA

Managing Editor

It is not hard to imagine why many
people dislike attending choir functions.
A typically large group of people set up
in a linear format singing archaic songs
from forgotten pieces. That is why last
Sunday's annual spring concert staged
by the Trinity College Concert Choir was
so refreshing - they actually tried to do
something different and innovative.
The first half of the program was quite
traditional for the choir. They began by
performing four English madrigals
(songs dealing with the topic of
unreciprocated love) and featured solos
by Suzanne Farrell '99, Laura Mullaney
'98, and Ryan Moore '98. The trio did an
excellent job making eye contact with
the audience and drew the focus away
from the chorus, which was having some

choir presented Act II of W.S. Gilbert's
and Arthur Sullivan's classic, H.M.S. Pina/ore. Several members of the choir
stepped forward and played major characters from the musical. This is something that was a welcome change of pace
for the audience. First of all, it broke up
the traditional, linear format. Secondly,
it allowed some of the strongest vocalists in the choir to step forward and display their prowess.
Because they were not involved in the
first several numbers of this portion of
the program, Moshell allowed the chorus members to sit on the risers. This
proved to be an eyesore to the audience
and looked quite sloppy as there was not
enough room for all the singers on the
regular risers and some had to sit with
their backs facing the audience.
The major soloist throughout the enactment was Christopher Moses '98, who
was playing the part of "Captain

Although the net* music couches seem to define their
space very well there is doubt that they are very
comfortable.

JAVIER CHACfN

down, a few daysago.1 had "been standing for-three hours, completely per- •
Arts Editor
plexed, when I finally decided that I
would risk complete and total disapAs you walk down the steps that pointment and just sit. And so 1 sat. 1
lead to the music roomsirt Austin Arts must admit it was not that bad.
No matter what the color of itmight
Center you will most likely notice die
new decor that now defines the space. , be (a brown arid puke yellow woven
The-old, comfy couches that used to plaid) it still fulfilled its reason for bedwell on the property are rtowgoa&So ing created: thesupport through cushis part of. thesubtle.dark grey linoleum ioning. Well, it sort of fulfilled its
floor which used to ease in frontof the reason, but in a very stern way. It was
musical library entrance. In their place as though a large Swiss nanny was
there could riot be a more artist state- forcing you to stand up straight, no
ment made than the replacing couch matter what you felt like doing on the
and replacing floor. In my experience couch.
I have found that the best way to view
In fact, not much can be done on
those two couches. It only lets you sit
^ ^ M ^ u e they offer to the ' ; upstrajgh't, and if anything else is proustin Arts Center building and the posed to either "tacky" or "loud* they
Trinity Campus as a whole.
. merely stay there and don't respond.
BYJAV«RCHACIN

The duo who stole the show, however, were
Therelza Watson '98 playing the part of
"Little Buttercup" and Tyler Booth '97
playing "Dick Deadeye". Both of the singeractors refused to stay confined to the music
stands that were before them and employed
various dramatic techniques such as facial
expressions, movement variations, and vocal
adaptations to induce the audience into
believing the parts.
blending trouble.
Another structural problem was the
ratio between men and women in the
choir. Although in recent years the choir
has typically been dominated by females, this was even more apparent during this concert as the 17 men were not
sufficient in balancing the 29 women.
Also, the male vocalists did not project
well enough to blend with the female
voice parts. Hence, the soprano and alto
parts came out far more powerfully than
the tenor and bass parts.
From here, the choir went on to perform four Slovak folk songs by Bela
Bartok, an arranger who studied the folk
styles of peasants and wrote music in
those styles. The numbers were performed in English, as opposed to the
Hungarian they were originally written
in, and was accompanied by Conductor
Gerald Moshell on the piano.
Jennifer Potter '97, a student at
Wellesley College who participated in
the Trinity Choir when she was in the
12 college exchange program, commented on how singing these pieces in
English detracted from them. "Bart6k
wrote some of the richest, most harmonic Hungarian folk songs you've ever
heard," she said after the performance,
"The language supplies the pieces with
this richness. The English translations
are lacking."
They then moved on to perform three
spirituals including what has become a
concert choir staple - Moshell's arrangement of "We Shall Not Be Moved" which
was first performed at President Evan
Dobelle's inauguration. These three
pieces provided a welcome change of
pace and climaxed with a rousing version of the classic "Ride the Chariot."
Soprano Soloist Jennifer Gagosz stood in
front of the choir and questioned the
congregation. She did a wonderful job
engaging the "congregation" with her
interrogatives.
After these three sections came the
innovative part of the program. The

Corcoran". Moses delivered the performance Trinity audiences have come to
expect from him. He displayed his extensive range and powerful vibratto
quite adeptly and fit the part he was cast
in well.
The duo who stole the show, however,
were Therelza Watson '98 playing the
part of "Little Buttercup" and Tyler Booth
'97 playing "Dick Deadeye". Both of the
singer-actors refused to stay confined to
the music stands that were before them
and employed various dramatic techniques such as facial expressions, movement variations, and vocal adaptations
to induce the audience into believing the
parts.
Other major players in this portion included Ryan Moore '98 ("Sir Joseph"),
Laila Schmutzler '99 ("Josephine"), Richard Gumpert IDP ("Ralph Rackstraw"),
and Michelle Kennedy '99 ("Cousin
Hebe").
As innovative as this program was, it
would have been far more eye-pleasing
if the actors memorized the lines of dialogue they were reciting. It was quite distracting to see them constantly referring
to their music stands for their next line.
"This program seemed to be much less
complex than some of the others they
have performed in the past," commented
one former choir member who did not
wish to be identified. Although this may
be true, Moshell should be commended
for taking a group of largely inexperienced singers and bringing them to a
performance level, Equal praise should
be distributed among the soloists for taking the initiative to bring many of their
parts to life.'
The choir's spring concert contained
the stuff that audiences have come to
expect from the group and something
extra. The addition of the H.M.S. Pinafore
added that bit of life that has been lacking at past performances. Hopefully, future additions such as this one will
encourage larger student draws.

In fact, not much Can be done on those two
couches. It only his you sit up straight, and
if
anything else is proposed to either "tacky1* or
"loud" they mearlystay there and don't respond.
Let's begin with the new floor. The Maybe they had an unsettling backnewwhitish-grey colorwhich the art- ground. All we know is that they were
ist chose to use on the floor panels purchased from Bob's Discount Furnigrabs your attention right away. It ture, for what price 1 am not so sure.
shinesup at youas though it were call- Their history will forever remain
Ing OUE to a higher being. As you try to within their woven, zipper contained
walk across it without banging into cushions,
,
'•
anything because of lack of sight, you
Another valuable thing to point
might notice the amount of space you out is the fact that, even though the
have be tween you and the entrance to couches have been here forafew weeks
the music library
their particular cushions still remain,
It is a very large space, and at first representing the strong support sysyou wonder why on earth there is so tem the couch has designed for itself.
much more space now than there was Again we come back to the artistic
before, and that is when you see them. purpose the couches represent.
Now, they don't sneak up on you. Qh>
The drastic difference in colors and
no. But they are small, and that ex- patterns that are now apparent on the
plains the excess amount of space.
rnusicfloordosureIywakeyouup.For
The previous couches, which .1' those early morning classes nothing is
once christened inspiration" and "ex- more welcome than a jolting dose of
ploration" in honor of the music cre- green-yellow plaid on white floor.
ated around them, sat there and only
In a certain way trte choice to purffladethemselves known when you sat chase these couches has made a bold
oh them.'and: were pulled under, as statement about the Ausjiri Arts Centhough you were 'under a spell The , ter itself. • , -,__.
.' •
new couches,-which t have teiftpb^
The,design echoes,the building,rarity labeled "tacky?- and "loud" are a which-in- its notjso attractive state
Uttle more direcE. They sit there as l k l k l i f e
thougha large automobilelud turned, ' periffleri%Thet andoirt change infloorort all its'lights and were; pointing tile colors echoes *he random -place-"
them directly at couches,'- '
," ; . ment of thousands of co^t hangers in,
"' for once in your life you will stand ' certain classrooms in the building; there and debate whefher ycls really- •, ' In. dosing! would lite to commend,
want to ait down or not In their- own the choice made in placftg the.af ten
way I imagine theeouches are as won- mentioned couches'where they are It
'derM as their predecessors,_whereyer , .is'as an artisticstate,meht as-one could
theymaybe. . ' •."
; '• possibly make. .. ' ,,
, 1 decided to take the plurigeanclslt
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Trying To Figure Out What To Do With Yourself Once School Is Out?

Summer Isn't What It'sAll Cracked Up To Be
with mom and pops. One Junior who spent last summer here
said, "Unless you are 21, (a.k.a., a
good ID) and have a car, you
couldn't get paid enough to
spend the summer here. However, it is nice and peaceful with
less students around."
Occasionally we see those
free spirits who decide to undertake a summer adventure such
as driving across the country,
hiking in Alaska, or following
the Dead (oops!). All of these
can make for a fun and adventurous summer, and the college
years may be the last time something wild like this can be done
because, let's face it, at age 27,
the boss at Dean Witter won't
take kindly towards your request to follow Guster for three
months. In addition, I've heard
that hiking isn't paying very
well these days, so unless you
raked it in at your last birthday
. party, you might be checking
IDs at "The View" next semester.
In order to get an idea of
where the majority of Trinity

BY BRANDON BARNES

Features Writer

With the summer only three
weeks away, choosing next
year's roommate is not the only
problem the Trinity students
are facing. The summer job
hunt is always a very complicated problem since the longer
one waits, the fewer jobs are
available. If one is living in
Newport or Cape Cod, in an attempt to have one of those fun
summers, bar tending and waiting tables are the top choices
and are often very difficult to
attain. If one decides to work at
home or in a big city like Boston or New York, in attempt to
have one of those "Trinity Student who wants be like Mom or
Dad summer," the 'ol Merrill
Lynch or Smith, Barney internship are high on the list, but you
better get Daddy to place those
calls soon before the Executive
VP's kids steal all of the jobs.
No matter which type of
summer youchoose.it isalways
imperative that you make a
good amount of cash because
The Tap won't be taking Master
Card or Visa next year. Remember, a lot of those nice internships are nonpaying, so unless
your parepts enjoy supporting
your social life, you might want
to check out the waitering or
bar tending option. Jason Levin
'99 said, "I'm going to try to get

Many students end up in Bean Town for their
summer internships.

3. Home —Brokerage Firms,
Mom an Dad's Firm, State Jobs
4. Washington D.C. —Government Job
5. Trinity College —Faculty
Assistant (The Humanity!)
Places Where Students Concerned With 100% Fun Work:
1. Home -Old Job; The buds
are back, and the parents are
away in Nantucket!
2. Newport, RI—Bussing, Bar
tending, Booty
3. Cape Cod, MA —Beaches,
Bussing, Bar tending, Booty
4. Jersey Shore —Beaches and
people from New Jersey
5. Boston, MA —No Ocean,
Everything Else
Yes, Trinity loves the East
Coast and it seems as if New
England is the place where everyone will be. So, if you are one
of those people who like to work
in a college student atmosphere,
check out Boston. Of course, I
don't mean to scare anyone who
hasn't started to look for a sum-

FILE PHOTO

to be an investment banker." It
seemed as though the Trinity
Campus could have put up a
sign next to it reading, "Too bad,
it's either that or being a waiter
for the rest of your life!"
There is always the option of
sticking around Trin Trin for the
summer and getting a job on
campus, However, I think that
one(would contemplate suicide
after walking past the Life Sciit is always imperative that you make a
ences building for the twelfth
good amount of cash because The Tap month in a row. You would
know that you have hit rock
won't be taking Master Card or Visa next
bottom when the locals at The
year.
Tap learn your name and consider you one of them. Nevera nice internship through one of best way to move ahead in life, theless, it is evident that more
my friends at Bear Stearns, but however; it seems as though and more students are actually
if that doesn't work out I might Trinity College could be re- opting to stay on campus for the
have to settle for being a horse- named Trinity Business School summer. My guess is that it is
back riding instructor in order when we look at the type of jobs the fresh Hartford air that keeps
to make some easy cash."
students are trying to get for the students here year round, but
It seems as if there is a lot of summer. I remember a poster in then again, there are other benpressure at Trinity to get a sum- the Cave a couple of months efits like free housing and demer internship the same way back advertising for a job fair cent pay for those who just can't
there is a lot of pressure to study which read,"... But I don't want spend one more summer living
abroad Junior year. Some students don't feel as if they have
had a productive summer unless they have improved the
quality of their resume by having a job in a field which they
would like to pursue after
graduation. I understand that
working the, Fry Patrol at
McDonald's isn't exactly the

Rejection Letter Contest
ATTENTION
SENIORS!
Use that recent decrease in self-esteem to your advantage! Submit
your Grad School and Job Rejection
letters to the Tripod, and they will be
printed in upcoming issues.
The 2 best rejection letters will each
receive one six-pack of Samnr
r
eweastle Beer.
#702582

The college years may be the last time
something wild like this can be done
because let's face it, at age 27, the boss
at Dean Witter won't take kindly towards
your request to follow Guster for three
months.
Students are headed this summer, I took a campus-wide poll
which consisted of freshman;
sophomores, and juniors. After
talking with a large number of
random students, I divided the
summer job locations into two
categories: Places students concerned with their resumes work,
and Places students concerned
with pure fun work.
Places Where Students Concerned With Their Resumes
Work (Intern);
1. Boston, MA —Brokerage
Firms, Law Firms
2. New York, NY —Brokerage
Firms, Talk Shows, Ad Agencies

mer job yet, but you should realize that "three more weeks +
no job = mowing the lawn and
taking out the trash at home."
It's time to go out into the world
and show your metal within the
popular cities and vacation
spots around the country that
are filled with healthy young
college students. If home is
where the heart is, don't feel as
though you have to get an internship, and remember, in
some countries internships are
considered to be sacrilegious.
The opinions of Mr. Barnes are
not necessarily those of the Tripod or its staff.
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NAME:
YEAR:
EXTENSION:
TRANSPORTATION?

Y E S / No

M E NOT oNiy SENSING you TO
RESTAURANTS, BUT TO CLUES AND
BARS AS VELL. 3"UST F i l l IN THE
ABOVE INFORMATION AND H O ? IT IN
cmtm WAIL TO BOK
B S u i n H m B B n — ——i intfi iwl
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Papa Paradisiac Editor's Sorry
Not Getting The
Lovin' You Dejokes
O'
The
serve? Gramps
Is Here To Help,
Week:
.AK\Z5

LIBRA

MAR 21 - A r K 15
Feeling like your love life has been
lacking for THE WHOLE YEAR? Believe me, as old as I am, 1 know the feeling. Look on the bright side; you
haven't broken any hearts and no one
is ticked off with you. But, still, you
should have put forth some more effort
in your love pursuits. It's not too late,
though. A younger mate awaits you
in the coming month.

K~m~4 TAURUS
^JK?
APR 20 - MAY 20 'Hr
All right, so school is rapidly coming
to a close and you are wondering, like
everyone else at Camp Trin Trin, what
the summer will bring for you. Here
is some advice for those who are wise
enough to heed it: Take some risks,
shuffle the cards, and seize what is
dealt to you. Be competitive but patient. You may find yourself somewhat
surprised by the prosperous outcome.

t

GEMINI

4t

MAYZI-JUNZO

M

£f

X 5E.PT. 25-OCT 22 X
The warm weather approaching will
bring with.it some pretty faces and
good times. Has there been something
bothering you lately? You are down,
but I can't tell why. It might be hard,
but keep your head up while walking
the Long Walk this week. Your eyes
might catch those of someone that has
their own eyes on you.

M

SCORHO
OCT2J-NOV2I

I am feeling a strong sense of boredom
in your life in recent days. Yes, you have
a lot of work to do, but you still seem
too lazy to dive in. Check your watch,
because the week's in full gear and
there's barely enough time left to
psyche yourself up for the end of the
year. Pump yourself up, go for a jog,
play some frisbee, and bring in sortie
warm weather because you and I need
it!

SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DE.C21

The current zenith indicates that your
solar-lunar pattern is out of sync
Could this be due to your overqonsotnption of the beverage you mortals
big fish in the deep blue sea of Trinity. refer to as beer, last weekend? Or, what
Your anxiety for the summer and what is something you humans call, sex, that
is around the corner for you in your jolted your system? Either way, GOOD
next year at Trinity (or elsewhere) is WORK! You needed a change from the
going to get you nowhere. You just daily grind, seeing as these next three
need to put things out of sight and out weeks are going to be quite an advenof mind. Carpe Diem, dude!
ture for you. Remember to brush your
teeth! Someone smelled your dragonbreath the other day.
Getting a little antsy about next year?
Why? You have nothing to worry
about. Stay focused on the presentjor

fa

3 CANCER
^JUN2! -JUL2

CAPRICORN
D E C 22-JAN 1?

Spring fever has sprung, and you, my
fun-loving friend, have a serious case
of it. What happened? Did someone recently tell you that all the answers to
life's questions can be discovered while
lying in a chaise lounge on the quad?
Well, Papa must admit that a little relaxation never did hurt anyone, but
come on! This lethargic life-style is seriously hindering your love pursuits.
You can't expect your dream date to
just fall from the sky. Wake up!

AQUARIUS
JAN2O-FE.6

"LEO
Put away that mop and that Windex.
This is NO time for a little spring cleaning! .. .Actually, on second thought,
while you have that rag out, dust off
the ole shot glass and beer mug because your gonna need it! So you
haven't had much luck in the past?
Well then, don't look back. Go grab
what's coming to you! Remember, it's
about time and you deserve it!

VIRGO

So, you didn't do as well as you would
have liked to in your classes last week:
So what? You've got sometime to make
it up, and give your studies a push these
last two weeks. You'll feel a lot more
satisfied with yourself if you do. Oh,
and the bar scene? Those guys behind
the bar at the Tap don't hand out phone
numbers and background checks for
you, so get some courage and talk to
some people! You'd be surprised what
you might find.

looking very queer
I looked on the table top and saw a
strange powder.
were mixing it in pudding ,but it
Angry Wife Goes to Vegas They
looked like clam chowder.
They ate all the pudding and washed it
A man comes home to find bis wife down with, the liquor.
packing her bags, "Where are you go-They knew if they did, they would
ing?" he asked.
leave, that much quicker.
"To Las Vegas! I found out that there areThey alilaid on the floor with a zipiock
men that will pay me $400 todo what I (TM) bag on each head.
dofoxyou for ireef"
They were waiting togo, but they ended
The roan pondered that thought for a up dead.
moment, and then began packing HIS As Ibid in the closet, I saw 3 bright light.
bags,
The aliens were here, but 1 was stiffened
"What do you think you are doing?" she with, fright.
screamed
I peeked out the closet, and indeed, they
"Going to Las Vegas with you., I want to were here.
see How you live on $800 a year!"
But, they saw 39 dead cultlsts and they
off in fear!
Twa$ the night before suicide ran
They beamed back to the space ship,
Twas the night before departure, and and took off into space.
all through the house.
They were heading for the cornet, as if
Not a cutest was working, not a click it were a race,
of a mouse!
I went to may Brothers whom were all
When down'on the first floor, I heard' dead,
such a clatter.
I said good-bye to Brother Frank, Sister
I listened real hard to see what's the Sara, and my Brother Fred.
matter,
1 pulled the bags off of most of the claa
I threw on my shroud and tied my I threw them away in the rear garbage
Mikes (TM) real tight,
can.
I ran down the $tair$; 1 almost took Luckily, 1 am the only one left to surflight!
vive,
When, what to my astonished eyes did and ta glad because the aliens wanted
appear,
'
me alive!
but Brother Frank, carrying vodka, (gos.netj

H & L Package Store
247-9138

~^

***175 Liters***
Blended Whiskey
Bourbon Whiskey
Vodka
Rum
Scotch

$14.99
$14.99
$9.99
$14.99
$19.99

Three Liter
Pour Liter
Five Liter (Bag)

$7.99
$9.99
$10.99

Bar Bottles
Thirty Packs

$8.99
$10.99

Enough! This year long attitude of
yours that "life is a bowl of cherries and
Trinity is the pits" has just got to go. Believe Papa, you'll be sorry when you finally leave Trin-Trin and find out that
this is as good as it gets. Where else
does beer run like water and hormones rage like tornados? Shake off
those blues, and take advantage! Remember, attitude not atmosphere.

,

^ AUG25-5EPT.22
So, the end-of-the-year work has hit
you like a ton of bricks. Papa knows, it
stinks, but don't let it ruin the last few
weeks of the semester. There's plenty
of day light left to kick back and soak
up some rays on the quad. And, lets
not forget the possibilities that arise
when the sun sets. Hit the Cave, The
Tap, or The View... This Bud's for you!

Whoa! Love IS in the air, and it seems
that you have been pierced by Cupid's
arrow. Your drought is officially over,
and there isn't a more appropriate time
for a little "rain." And, you know what
they, say April showers bring may
flowers. The alignment of the stars
show that, true to the weather, there are
more good things to come. Take it slow.

I

*Plenty of micro-beers available!
*Kegs and party balls too!
*AU major credit cards accepted.
*Positive I.D» reguired.

I
I
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Remembering The Good Times Of 1996-97
Shedding Tears ForTrinity As We Bid Good-Bye For The Summer
LINDA PACYLOWSKI
Features Writer

I admit that I'm a sentimental person.
I'm pretty emotional and I've been
known to shed my fair share oi tears
upon occasion. Kodak commercials hit
home. And as excited as I am about the,
two weeks of Spring weather we may get,
it brings with it the end of the year. No
matter how much fun I will be having
this summer, there are things that I, and
maybe a few of you, will be missing
about good 'ok Camp Trin Trin.
Mather Hall: "Crossroads Cai'e," as a
few of you know it's real name by now.
No matter where you are, you will never
find another place like it. Whether
you'resublettingan apartment in Boston
(like me) or living at home with mom
and dad one more year, the food will not
be the same. The atmosphere will not
be the same. You can't sit around and
stare at everyone like you do here.
There's that whole "lack of people
thing" going on. Where else can you have
dinner with 200 other people? Sure, the
food may be a little better. Home-cooked
meals, or restaurant dinners may rival
the Mather Meals, but do they come close
to the Mather experience? By mid-July,
you'll be giving your mother your ID to
swipe before you sit down for breakfast,
just to imagine yourself back in happy
Hartford.
The College View Cafe (which by rumor will not be returning next year): My
freshman year, I liked to believe I owned
a bar stool there. I was there more nights
than I was not. I gave many dollars to
the jukebox and fought long and hard for
ABBA. I waited in that line for pitchers

The Crossroads Cafe is the social center of many students' lives.

bouncer outside the door with a dip in
his lip.
It was sad, and it will happen again.
Just as Mather is an experience, so is the
View. You'll go to bars much bigger and
much better with brighter lights and
leather seats, but will you have as good
of a time as you would sitting on top of
the pool table drinking your $3.50
pitcher of Beast? Before you answer that,
think of what the View means to you.
Then think about what it will be like
next year without it.
Oh, wonderful dorm life. Where everything you own is public property.
Where the word privacy exists nowhere
and the beer runs more than water. We
all say we hate dorm life. Our rooms are
small, the walls are thin, and all the
roommates share one phone, one common room, one life. Your wardrobes all
become one, what is yours is mine, and

TK MACKAY

-

in the Fall.
Be a groupie with me just for a minute
and admit that you'll miss going to
games. Football games are such a thing

makes it worth watching and you can
find that on any given Saturday or
Wednesday on campus. But not in the
summer. We spend the summer thinking of the fall sports that some of us play,
and most of us watch. The games are
free, the seats are closer to the field, and
tailgating is only twenty yards from the
gates.
Of course there are many other things
we will not miss. Like bad grades and
hangovers on the days we have a midterm. Finals and mean teachers, exams
before Reading Week, and 12-15 page
term papers.
But these are not what's important
about Trinity. What about the fall of
Gotham Lounge? Thursday nights are
up in the air. No more cutting a rug on a
week night with shady locals checking
you out. No more free beer until 11:00.
No more hooking up on the dance floor.
No more Jagermeister. Forget about
missing Gotham over the summer, we'll
be missing it for the rest of our lives.

You'll go to bars much bigger and much better with
brighter lights and leather seats, but will you have as
good of a time as you would sitting on top of the pool
table drinking your $3.50 pitcher of Beast?

of the past it's so hard to remember what Thursday night will now be the same as
they were like, but you know that you any other night of the week and there's
had fun at them. Soccer games, field no reason to start putting on our makeup
hockey games, basketball games, ice when Friends is over. We've got that
hockey games, water polo matches. Now much more time to kill.
we watch baseball, sof tball, and lacrosse.
So when you spend your summer inProfessional lacrosse games aren't really terning somewhere, or working at your
adime a dozen in the summer, and to my summer job, or travelling the world, reknowledge softball is still an amateur gardless of wherever or whoever you live
sport, so all you have left is baseball to with; think of the times you had here in.
watch. You don't know the players, your the "outbacks"of Hartford. We'll all miss
By tnid-July, you'll be giving your mother your ID to
boyfriend's not on the team, your something that brings us back every
. roommate's not on the team, you can't year. As David Chang '99 says, "You
swipe before you sit down for breakfast, just to imagine
party with the team after they win. You wanna be where you can see, your
yourself back in happy Hartford.
sit really far away.
troubles are the same. You wanna be
Sure, the actual game might be of a where everyone knows your name."
We've only got a few weeks left. Make
and learned that a cute smile and a wink what is mine is yours. Your neighbors on higher quality of talent and skill, but it's
got you faster service. I went down be- your left play Marky Mark with full bass the overall excitement of the game that them memorable. Go nude,
fore the pool table was boarded up and every night at 2 am. Your neighbors on
got the first table you see when you walk your right smoke pot and exhale into
in. I wasn't alone. We were all there. The your window. But before you hate this,
. View. A small bar, a shady bar, a sketchy you must think- lama part of their lives
bar. But still home.
now. You just don't get that love anyIt's where everyone wants to celebrate where else.
their 21st birthday. Not some hard-toIf you live on a coed floor, you learn
get-into bar in downtown Hartford that not to worry about your boy neighbors
. you have to drive to, but Marty's own seeing you in your underwear. If you live
View. You will miss it, even if you really on a coed floor with a coed bathroom,
10. You've gotten your 10th warning that you have yet to comdon't think you will. Last summer, my you learn to not worry about your, boy
plete the Math Proficiency Exam and you still don't give a dama
roommate and I drove down from- Bos- neighbors seeing you without your unton, where we lived, to her house in New derwear.
9. You're trying to convince your professor that the final exam is
York.
You're never alone in a dorm. You can
a "group test" and you can take it outside on the quad.
Passing through Hartford, as you must always go down the hall and see some
do, we stopped off a: Trinity to look at friends. Even if you have a single, there
our dorm. As we were leaving, we passed are still other singles around you. You'll
8. You buy two extra pairs of "Reef" flip-flops just for the last two
by a sad, little bar called The College miss this too, maybe, just enough to not
weeks of school
View Cafe. No blinking lights, no hate it so much when you live in it again

TOP TEN SIGNS ¥0UR CASE W SPR1N®
FEWER iS OUT OF CONTROL

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493

7. You stock up on Banana Boat products and make camp on the
quad when it's 45 degrees and raining.
6. You're furiously trying to get ripped for your ree-nactment of
the volleyball scene from TOP GUN, on Spring Weekend.
5. You DEMAND Margueritas, Mai Tars, and Jimmy Buffet on
top at "The Tap?
;
4. Every day you set your alarm one hour later than the day before.
3. Your parents get a $2000 dorm damage bill all from one night's
"incident."
2. Your intramural Softball team now has a manager named
Mario, is currently 24-6, has 8 pitchers, and has games tomorrow
from 10:00-10:50,11:00-1150, and 12:0042:50.
1. You're drunk right now.

reto'
Fine Food

24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860)278-4334 (860)278-4527
Pizzas

Sides & Salads

$ 3.50
Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
Topping ...,$1.00 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Topping ...$2.50 Chef Salad
$6.00
Greek Salad
$ 6.00
Toppings
Tuna Salad
.$6.00
Antipasto
$ 6.00
Mushroom
Onions
Tossed Salad
$4.00

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Subs & Grinders
BLT
Meatball
.
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham ,& Cheese . - . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . .
Sausage.....
........"..
Meatless
•...-,
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon . ..
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Specialty Pizzas
S
L
Sheet
Red Veggie Design . . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred . . . . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

$8.00 /12.00 / 23,00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

$8.00 Plenty for two!

[j

Any Calzone

• .Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda 1 g Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda 1 j
[
Only $10 tax incl.
1 1
Only $7 tax incl.
1 .
J
278-4334
1
278-4334
1 !

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

j 2 Large Pizzas
Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.
278-4334

[

Large Pizza

jj

|

!
i
i
,

Qy

ro

1 can soda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

$10.00 / 13.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.
,
.

.

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

1

" Buy Large Pizza
j
with Cheese

j| g
•, 1 I

Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

Small Pizza

-

!

i' i • • •

I 1
| 1
| |

'

F R E E cansoda

o

.
B

i J

with A n y o a l a a
278-4334

nun

In

! g 2 Whole Grinders

& Garlic Bread

.

Jl

^

.

"

g |.
|

*

Only $10.95 tax incl.

278-4334

|

Call in Your Order — Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. ~ Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Baseball Wins Two Of Three Lacrosse Is Sixth In The Nation
BY JIM RODRICUES

Sports Writer

During the past week, the Trinity Baseball team played three games, winning
two. The victories came against
Albertus Magnus on Thursday, and
Wesleyan on Sunday. The week's only
loss came against Wesleyan on Saturday.
Inclement weather forced the indefinite
postponement of Tuesday's game at
Worcester Polytechnical Institute.
Sunday's game originally had been
scheduled as the second game of a
doubleheader on Saturday. After pitcher
Adrian Softie '97 (3-2, 5.23 ERA) had
wanned up for the game, it began to rain
and the game was rescheduled for Sunday afternoon.
Two innings into the game, the Bantams had a 9-0 lead. Junior shortstop
Kyle Armstrong(.382,4 HRs, 14 RBI) ted
the barrage with a two run dinger in the
first, his fourth of the year, and a two run
single in the second. Trinity looked in
command going into the final inning
with the score 11-4.
However, Wesleyan began to mount a
comeback against Softie and relievers
Jim Klocek '00 (1-0, 8.64 ERA), and
Brendan Fal vey '98 (1-1,1 save, 4.50 ERA).
Falvey earned his first save of the season
by getting Wesleyan's go-ahead run to
ground out.Sof tic won his third game by
pitching six strong innings, allowing
seven hits, while striking out six.
"That wasa great job by Adrian today,"
commented Head Coach Bill Decker, "He
was warmed up on Saturday and the
game was called before the first pitch.
That's tough to do, and he did all we
could have asked. It was 11-4 going into
the seventh and it got a little close, but
we left with a vvinso we're pretty happy."
The offensive end was paced by
Armstrong, and catcher Chris
Burchfield '98 (.364,2 HRs, 18 RBI) who
went 2 for 3 on the day and contributed
2 RBI as well.
Not only did Falvey (.364, 5 HRs, 15
RBI) get the save, but he also went yard

in the sixth, for his team leading fifth
homer of the year. He finished the game
with 2 RBI.
Colin Lynch '98 (.408,8 RBI) added an
RBI, and second baseman Rob Kane '97
(.339, 25 runs) led the team with three
runs scored. "We played well defensively
and really got the bats going. We gave
them the first game, and had a lot of errors," said Armstrong after Sunday's
game.
The first game ended in a 7-2 Trinity
loss, Burchfield and Kane had the teams
only RBI for the day and Armstrong
went 3 for 3 with three singles. Senior
tri-captain Garth Ballantyne (1-3, 5.84
ERA) was credited with the loss.
"No one came ready to play today and
we proved it by playing an awful game,"
said Decker. The loss came just after the
team had cruised past Albertus Magnus
on Thursday.
In the 17-2 win against Albertus
Magnus, several people contributed to
the day's win. Junior pitcher Mike Irving earned the win, picking up his first
win of the season. Tri-captain Christian
Sheehan '98 (.342, 2HRs, 9 RBI) went 3
for 5 on the afternoon.
Burchfield had two RBI while going 3
for 3, and Kirk Chisholm "99 (.355,2HRs,
9 RBI), freshman Brian Powell (.286, 5
runs, 4 RBI), and Falvey each had two
RBI apiece. Lynch, first baseman Sean
Gillespie '98 (.242, 2HRs, 9 RBI), and
Ryan Shattuck '97 (.412,2HRs, 23 RBI) all
had one RBI in the game.
Again, Armstrong came up big. He
went 2 for three with a home run (3) and
three RBI. "Kyle is playing at the top of
his game right now and he's been playing well all week," said Decker.
The team's record stands at 11-7 with
nine more wins needed to reach their
goal of a twenty win season. With eleven
games left, the Bantams need to put to:
h l ^ W h % h ' : :'
This week they will face Western Connecticut at home at 3:30 on Tuesday, and
Springfield College away on Thursday.
Saturday brings the arrival of Tufts for a
double header, scheduled to start at 1:00.

Live in
New York Qty
This Summer
NYU Summer Housing
May 18-August 9,1997
Living in an NYU residence hall offers a .
safe and convenient home base while you
are working, taking classes, or doing
an internship.
• Minutes from New York's business
and cultural centers.
• Apartment-style and traditional
residences; single and double occupancy.
• Outstanding sports-recreation facility.
• Over 1,000 day arid evening courses.
•Apply early to secure a space.

For more information, call toll free

I-800-771-4NYU,extf 18
N e w York University Is an affirmative action/equal opportunity Institution.

Nancy Dwyer '99 ci adlas ths ball down the field
during a fast break against Bates.
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ing them a number six ranking in the Dakin (L assist), and freshman Jess
latest IWLCA/Brine Division til Martin (I assist), to the crease, freshmen Katie Derosier (11 saves) and
Women's Lacrosse Poll,
On Saturday, the Bantarnshad a stel- sophomore Kate Leonard (4 saves)
lar victory o! 17-4- and handed the fended off the Bates* offensive team.
White Mules of Colby their, third loss Cavanagh felt the game was the best
of the season. This was the Bantams' to date, commenting, "Everything refourth consecutive win, raising their ally came together, especially the passing. It wasn't that Bates was a bad
overall record to an impressive 4-1.
The team was led by offensive player team, we just played very well,"
There is no doubt that the Bantams
Jen MartineHi '98, as she blew through
the Mules' defense to tie her career high • are going to score their share of goals.
with six goals. Four of Martinellfs Thus far in this spring season, four
goals came in a 356 span in the first players have eclipsed fifteen or more

half and helped the Bantamsjump out goals for the Season.
to a comfortable 10-2 half time lead.
However the key to this weekend
Martinelli commenteds "Our fast was_ the emergence of the defense.
breaks were working particularly well Freshman Katie Derosier appeared to
and my teammates set me up for per- be more comfortable in goal with each
fect shots."
game, evident this weekend with her
Again, this victory was an all around 24 saves in two games, junior defenseteam effort, as nine players had at least man Amanda Tucker commented,
one point Martinelli commented, "Ev- "Katie's playing skills are awesome.
eryone contributed from our goalie She's made some great saves and apdown; it was such a team effort.™ Nancy pears to be getting better every day."
Dwyer '99 contributed three goals in While.the defense has been anchored
the victory while Dorothy Cavanagh by Tucker, senior captain Monty
'99 added 2 goals and an assist. Atkins, and sophomotes Camilla Love
Whitney Scarlett '99 had 4 assists and and Tara Joyce, it could be the emeradded a goal of her own for the potent gence of better defensive play by offenBantams' offense. Katie Derosier '00 sive players that has made the overall
emerged to record her best.perfor- tearn'defense so effective. As Tucker
mance of trie season, only allowing said> "Everybody's playing '0'. The offour goals.
fenseis making the defenses'job easier,
On Sunday, the Bantams completed me just by scoring goals, but by creattheir Maine sweep by defeating Bates • ing turnovers as well"
College, 24-6. In the lopsided affair, . TheBantaiusarehopingtocarrythe
three Trinity players scored four goals momentum from the weekend into
(Scarlett, Martinelli, and Cavanagh) their games this week Martinelli comeach, Scarlett also contributed two as- mented, "It-got our confidence up
sists. ,The Bantams did most of their , which we will need in the next-couple
damage i& the (it&t half as Scarlett and of weeks because we have some really
Martinelli together pounded the cage big games.1' The Bantams travel to
for eight goals before the halftime Wesleyan on Wednesday for a 4;15 PM.
break For the second straight day, start with the instate rival Cardinals
Cavanagh tormented the opposing de- and.then return home on Saturday to
fense, scoring four goals;junior Ashley do battle with Williams at noon.
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Mooradlan Sparks Softball Whale Needs Tiger's Tale
Bantams' Victory Snaps 7-game Losing Streak Woods Wins Master's, Hartford Bids Farewell to Whalers
BY MARKUS TOWNSEND A N D
FRED SCHONENBERG

Sports Writer And Editor

The women's Softball team snapped
its seven game losing streak last Sunday with a thrilling 3-2 victory over
Albertus Magnus 3-2. The home victory boosts the Bantams record to 411. Albertus Magnus (5-3) jumped out
to an early 2-0 lead in the first inning.
The Bantams immediately responded with a run of their own.
Meredith Tarbell '99, batting .132 this
season, sparked the Bantam rally with
one of her two hits. Then Tara Hanlon
'98, batting .220 this season, ripped an
RBI single making the score 2-1 after

with every batter I faced."
The defense was simply spectacular
snagging the few hits Albertus could
muster off of Mooradian. Coach
Vandermeer commented, "The defense
made the plays they needed to. They
were great."
Mooradian has now raised her record
to 3-2 and lowered her ERA to an impressive 3.28. Mooradian also helped the
Bantams with her offensive skills as she
added two hits. Mooradian leads the
Bantams in batting with a blistering
.333.
On Thursday the Bantams lost to the
Coast Guard Academy in a disappointing loss, 3-6. Through the first four innings the teams offenses were stymied
by exceptional pitching. Going into the

AP PHOTO

APPHOTO
BY FRED SCHONBENBERG
Sports Editor

The exclusive Augusta National Golf
Club is being forced to admit a third minority member this week. All Masters
champions immediately become members, and on Sunday Tiger Woods became the first minority golfer ever to win
"Beth was awesome. She showed great
the Masters. Woods did so in spectacucontrol and poise on the mound."
lar fashion as he shattered records left
and right.
-Coach Vandermeer
On that same day Hartford bid fareone inning of play.
fifth the Bantams were trailing 0-1 bewell to its only professional sports franAfter holding Albertus Magnus in fore Emily Clarke '99, "hit a rocket," acchise, the Hartford Whalers. The
the second the Bantams scored yet cording to Kirsten Graham '98. Clarke's
departure of the Whalers is the quintesagain. Senior Captain Susan Church, dramatic double to center in the fifth
sential demonstration of the greed
batting .178 this season, drove in Ally scored two runs and raised Clarke's batwhich has dominated the sports world
McBride with a scorching RBI single, ting average to .195. The double scored
recently.
her 6 of the season. In the third inning, Anna Norland '98 and Hanlon to give
The Whalers are a reminder of the
Beth Mooradian sought to light a fire the Bantams a 3-1 lead. However, the
dangers of corporate America's involveunder the Bantams with a solid single. Bantams were only able to muster 6 hits
ment in the sports world. The danger
Then the Bantams' McBride, batting for the game and were unable to contain
that loyalty to a town, loyalty to a team,
.229 for the season, smashed an RBI the Coast Guard offense.
and loyalty to a sport may all be forgotdouble giving the Bantams a 3-2 lead
The Academy came back with a barten in the interests of the all-mighty
and McBride her 3rd RBI of the season. rage of five runs in the sixth and sevbuck.
That would be all the run support that enth to put the game out of reach.
Woods' accomplishment is a reminder
the Bantams needed. Beth Mooradian Coach Vandermeer commented, "We
of the optimism and hope which resides
'00 blazed down a season high eight had the chances to win even though we
in sports. Just six years after Augusta
strikeouts, while allowing only three made mistakes...They just capitalized
admitted it's first black member, Tiger
hits. Coach Fran Vandermeer com- on our mistakes, and we ran out of gas
Woods awed the finest golfers in the
mented, "Beth was awesome. She in our last two at bats."
world. Not only did he become the first
definitely - African-American to win a major chamreceived a Doost after the dramatic win
pionship, he became the youngest chamMooradian commented, "This was over Albertus. This confidence should
pion in the 61- year history of the
by far my best game. I felt great, got help with the Bantams' upcoming three, tournament, finished 18 strokes under
into a good rhythm, and pitched very games. Coach Vandermeer said, "The
par and won by a record breaking 12
consistently." A humble Mooradian win over Albertus was a big win before
strokes.
attributed her success to the fine play this big stretch of upcoming games.
Six years earlier he was not allowed to
of her teammates, "With the solid play Hopefully we will be able to feed off this
play at Augusta. Yet, after Sunday the finof the defense, I gained confidence win, and win some more."
est players in the game were singing his

praises and paying him homage. Tommy
Tolles, who finished 3rd on Sunday, commented, "The rest of us will just be teeing up for silver medals for the next 20
years."
This week we have witnessed the two
most extreme possibilities of the Sports
community. We have witnessed greed
and we have witnessed the possibility of
humanity. Sports mirrors the best of us
and it mirrors the problems of our society.
Tiger Woods overcame the barriers of
race and age to win the Masters. He did
so with a smile and nothing but a small
swoosh to remind us he is worth millions. The owner of the Whalers broke
fans hearts and did so with nothing but
the insignia to remind us that this was a
sport. To many fans, the Whalers were
their heart and soul. A team which may
have never performed well and maybe
did not make any money. But a team
which was Hartford's own. It was something for the people to have in common
and something to distinguish the city.
Nike may market Tiger Woods, but his
most marketable characteristic is his
ability to remind us that we can improve
the world in which we live. Maybe Peter
Karmonos, the Whalers' owner, might
remember that humility and loyalty are
far more marketable than greed.
Luckily, Nike is paying Tiger Woods a
small fortune. Maybe one day he will use
his millions to buy Hartford its hockey
team back. For now we'll just have too
remember that each one of us would be
lucky to say "I am Tiger Woods." Too bad
Nike's campaign doesn't have a disclaimer stating "All except Peter
Karmonos."

Five Of Nine Victories
On Lake Guinsigamond
continued from page 24Phaeios and Delmos was launched . Ruggles '00, Greggor Pagnini '00, Ryan
and while the men warmed up in it, the Vasquez '99,-Dylan Twombly ,'G0,
Women's Second Novice eight raced the Adrian Stafford-Browne ',00, Jared
course. Unfortunately, a shaky start He.lkr '00, and Alex Drexler '00:
and a small collision on the part of through a solid race but Coach Repko
Smith College resulted in third place for still believes that these men must have
Trinity behind Smith and Mount a stronger focus and concentration,
Holyoke, but the Bantams were able to
The Men's Varsity Lightweight four
dominate over Holy Cross.
was the next to compete. Bow-loaded
After their warm-up, the Men's Var- coxswain Tan ya Dickey '98 steered Ansity Heavyweight eight raced and had drew Barde '99, BobDeegan '99, Etienne
an unfortunate loss to UMass but a solid LeBailey '99 and Steve Colgate '99.
win over Holy Cross. Following the through the course but the Bantams'commands of Leigh Burwick '98, die speed was surpassed by Brandeis' crew.
rowers felt the final sprint was started Yet against five other boats, Trinitytoo early but up until that portion of the claimed the silver.
race, captain John Pickford '97, Jim
The last competitors to race was a
Washburn '97, Gary Koenig '97, Tim crew that was recently put together.
Whipple '98, Chris Comer '98, Pete Kathleen Fulton '99, Alison Odell '99,
Mantius '99, Evan Remley '99, and Carrie Rorer '00 and Bertein van Baak.
Dwighc Priilgle '99 had an extremely '00 made up the Women's Varsity four. •
good row.
Yet this new boat really rowed well to-;
With every Power Ten, the Bantams gether and claimed the gold over Holy
kept gaining seats on the UMass boat, Cross, Smith College, Mount Holyoke,'
but they lost their momentum during and Connecticut College,
Trinity was able to leave Lake
the last 500 meters. The Bantams had
to be content with second this past Sat- Quinsigamond with a feeling of a job
urday. UMass crossed the finish line well done, All of the crews had a strong
less than a second before Trinity, only a day, winning five of their nine races.
seat or two in front of the' Bantams.
t h e crews will continue their early
Holy Gross took third place in that race. morning practices throughout the
The Men's Novice Lightweight eight week in preparation for this weekend's
were upset by UMass rowers as well. regatta on the Charles "River against
Trinity claimed second place over Holy Boston College, Simmons College and
Cross though. Coxswain Gordan Mann University of New Hampshire this
'00. led stroke Bob Schroeder '00, Matt Sunday,
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Summer College
Credit Programs
Humanities H Sciences
Social Sciences
Art ® Drama

Creative Writing
Languages
Directing (for Teachers)
English Language Institute (ESL)

246 Church Street, Suite 101
New Haven, CT 06510-1722
Phone (203) 432-2430 • http://toww._yale.edu/summer
For catalog reouests outside U.S. send $5.00 postage
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Swinging Through The Competition
BY LIZ ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

The Men's Tennis Team at
Trinity has continued to take a
turn for the better. Head Coach
Paul Assaiante has taken this
program by the throat and really turned it into something
his team and this school can be
proud of. One thing that he has
done for Trinity is make it an
attractive tennis school for incoming freshman. His efforts
are bearing fruit because this
year's freshman class sports lots
of talent and potential. The men
now have a record of 8-2, with
five more matches left for the
season.
Their performances have
guaranteed their second winning season in a row. Last season they had their first winning
season since 1984 at 8-6, and
this team looks like they will be
able beat this record. The highlights of this week include wins
over Coast Guard Academy and
Wheaton.
Most recently the Bantams
took care of Wheaton, which
has always been a tough and
feisty team. They played on
Wheaton's home courts on Saturday and defeated the school 52. This win wasn't as sweet as
others have been though according to Coach Assaiante,
"Overall we competed well
against Wheaton, but we didn't
play well. Since we have been
accumulating a lot of matches
in the win column lately the
team was overly concerned•
with the outcome and it showed
at the performance. We were
not as sharp as we have been
and if this match had gotten
tight, the outcome would have
gone to chance." Coach

10% OFF
UPS
SHIPPING
With Student ID
Unlimited Packages
One coupon per visit
offer expires May 31 1997

Assaiante has been very concerned with the team's composure on the court because when
they are not in control, points
can get away from them, even if
they are considered to be the
better player.
The toughest match was won
by freshman Alex Valente who
has been playing regularly in
the #3 singles spot. His score
was 7-6, 6-0. Coach Assaiante
was extremely impressed with
his concentration, "Alex stayed
tough and won a close tie
breaker and then he really bore
down to finish his opponent
off."
The Trinity Bantams made a
formidable home showing by
beating the Coast Guard Academy 6-1 in front of parents and
friends last Friday afternoon.
This was a big win for the men
and they really played well. Cocaptain #1 Tim Stringer '98 led
his team to victory, exiting the
courts quickly by beating a very
skilled #1 player 6-0,6-3. After
he helped cheer on his teammates like #4 Matthieu Hebert
'98, #3 Valente, and #2 Matt
Sharnoff '00 who all won their
matches as well. Sharnoff put
on a dramatic show of ups and
downs in his long three set victory.
He would have strings of poor
points that got him down but he
was a great self cheerleader because he psyched himself up
after good points. He got the
match to 3-6,6-3,4-3 and then
he turned his ankle. Because
this was the last match on court,
the team's win was ,ali$adysecure. Coach Assaiante then proceeded to ask him if he wanted
to continue. Sharnoff showed
courage and told him, "1 have
come this far and put a lot into
this match and 1 want to finish

FREE
LOBBY
PICKUP
By Appointment

it." He completed his match,
hobbling to a 6-3 third set victory over Coast Guard's Perez.
Trinity has not beaten Coast
Guard in many years, so such a
victory was very exciting.
Last Thursday, Trinity met up
with number one, Amherst. The
match originally was scheduled
for Wednesday but was bumped
up to Thursday due to frost. Considering the skill they were up
against, the men played very
well. The afternoon started out
with doubles. The #1 team of
Stringer '98 and Preston Quick
'00 won their match over
Amherst's Bruce Jacobs and Ed
Rosenfeld 9-8. Valente and cocaptain Phillip Warner '98 also
won 9-8 to give Trinity the
doubles point, winning 2 out of
the three doubles matches. The
Lord Jeffs were just too tough in
singles and they swept them 60. Regardless, Hebert played exceptionally well in his loss by
taking Rosenfeld through three
long sets, his score was 1-6,6-4,
5-7. Valente also crushed some
winners to take his match to
three sets before losing 2-6,6-3,
2-6.
Trinity does have a remarkable record fora rebuilding team
at 8-2, but they still have a few
more top ranked schools on
their schedule. They will be
tested in their match versus the
Tufts Jumbos this afternoon at
Tufts. Coach Assaiante is hopeful though for a win over his
alma mater, Springfield College,
coming up this Thursday afternoon at home beginning at
..tlpjree, but he feels that the
Wesleyan match is going to be a
dogfight.
They will play rival Wesleyan
at home this weekend on Saturday at one o'clock in their last
home match of the season.

20% OFF
MOVING
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With Student ID
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Tough Loss For
Men's Lacrosse

Joe Brantuk '00C#20) scoops a
grounder during the game against Colby.
BY AMANDA TUCKER

Sports Writer

As a whole, the Men's Lacrosse team had a rough week,
dropping both of their games.
Whether it was'the team's
mental focusor stick handling

team and made some huge
save$ at the end to keep the
Bantams in the game.
Andy Hayes '99 had a hat
% k d j
Lerner '97 had 2
goalsand onl^sfsfe^he other
goals came from Julian
"98 (2Xjoe Bramuk '00 (1), anc
, Mike Engel '00 (1). Dan

get tneijau wli'ere they needed Colby's "record grew to 5-1
to, Individually though play- while Trinity fell to 2-4.
ers shone for the Bantams; the - The Bantams also lost their
most notable of the squad was game on Wednesdayw
freshman Bobby Souers. they traveled^g^pft^p
Sowers set the Trinity College
Uege^SraKe on the Pride,
Men's Lacrosse sjngle-'gafne'
e team knew that they were
record with .his o assists in for a tough game but found
against Colby College on Sat- themselves tied at 3 early in
urday,
the 2nd quarter.
Unfortunately, the Pride
The previous record was five
assists, a record held by a num~ went on a 9-1 scoring streak to

€

",4these men] heed to play hard for the
full sixty minutes of the game.,"
ber of players, Souers also had
four goals for a team high ten
points; the Trinity College
record is eleven points held by
only three players. The
Gaithersburg, Maryland resident leads the team in scoring
with 27 points (12 goals, 15 assists).
The game continued as the
rain came down and the team
was suffering as they found
themselves down 0-5 early in
the game. Yet the Bantams
weren't giving up easily, as
they wereable to make a comeback and tie the game. As the
clock counted down, and only
4:15,remained in,the game,
Bobby Sotiers was able to score
through Colby's defense-men.
This stellar shot brought Trinity one goal away from a..tie
game, • Unfortunately, the-team
could not come up with the
ball again during the crucial
end moments of the game
when they needed it most. The
Bantams found themselves
frustrated with this tragic defeat-especially when they had
come so close. • . .'
'.-, Freshman Jake Hunter had

t j ^ h ' ' h ' | j fo'%

lead, 12-4 late in the 3rd quarter. In the. end, Trinity lost 147 with freshman Matt Jerry
making 17 saves. The team
had trouble holding on to the
ball, either missing ground
balls or making poor passes.
The high point scorer tor
the game was Joe Lemer '97
withIgoal and 2assists. Four
other Bantams had one goal:
John "Rusty" Harrelson '00,
Evan Levine '99, Joe Brantuk
'00, andjulian Song[98. Andy
Hayes '99 and Bobby Souers
'00 each had one goal and one
assist.
• The team has a tough
schedule still ahead of them
including Amherst home on
Wednesday and Williams
home on Saturday.
Andy Hayes thought that
these two games will be a
learning experience for the
team and that one thing that
they need to do better is to
play hard for the full 60 minutes of the game.
The. team will need to do
. this against their two upcoming NESCAC opponents and
hopefully even up- their
J i d
i h -two wins. Come
tlig.Blue and Gold! -",

THIS WEEK
IN BANTAM

Gollege View Gafe Trivia
Greated by Fred and Katie
Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia questions correctly and leave a
message on the voice mail of extension 2589 will win a pitcher of Milwaukee's Best
from the View.

Good Luck And Go Hit A Few Golf Balls At The Goodwin Golf Course
In Honor Of Tiger Woods' Historical Performance In The Masters This Past Sunday

Men's And Women's Varsity Crew
Sun. 20 April vs BC, UNH Away
Men's Varsity Tennis
Tues. 15 April vs. Tufts
Away
Th. 17 April vs. Springfield Home
Sat. 19 April vs. Wesleyan Home
Men's Varsity Baseball
Tues. 15 April vs. W. Conn. Home
Th. 17 April vs. Springfield Away
Sat. 19 April vs. Tufts
Home
Men's Varsity Golf
Sat. 19 April vs. Williams

Away

Men's Varsity Lacrosse
Wed. 16 April vs. Amherst Home

Women's Varsity Lacrosse
Wed. 16 April vs. Wesleyan Away
Sat. 19 April vs. Williams Home
Tu 22 April vs. Middlebury Away
Varsity Track And Field
Wed. 16 April vs. Conn.Coll. Away

1. Before Tiger Woods' victory on Sunday r this
Spanish golfer held the record for the youngest winner
of The Masters when he won in 1980 at the age of 23
I and 4 days. (Tiger was 21 years,, three months, and 14
| days.)
2. In 1996, who recorded "the greatest collapse in a
I major championship history" blowing a six stroke lead
I going into the final round of The Masters?
13.

What golfer has won the most Masters' titles with

I six green jackets?

^6BfiM^"TomMorris
wan "the "British Open by
thirteen strokes, the largest winning margin in any
I major tournament. Who holds the record for t h e
largest margin of victory a t The Masters with a twelve
stroke victory?
15. Who was the first African-American to be invitied
[ to play in The Masters in 1975?

SAVE $6."50 AT THE VIEW
|Bobby Souers'OQ
Freshman attack star
I from Gaithersburg, Maryland
set the Bantams' Men's
Lacrosse single game record
for aasists with six in a 14-13
I loss against Colby College this
I past Saturday. He broke the
previous record of five assists
I in a single game. Bobby
scored four goals in this game,
j for a total of ten points.

Golfers' Special...only $10!!
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

GOOD NOON UNTIL 8 PM, EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE

Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers"

Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
*-Mil'sBest

After five games, Souers
I lead the Bantams in scoring
with 27 points (12 goals and 15
I assists).
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Trinity Crew Dominates As The Ultimate Team Sport
BY KATIE KURZ
Sports Editor

After a week of getting reacquainted with the Connecticut
River, the Men's and Women's
Crews woke up this past Saturday morning to leave Ferris
Athletic Center at six o'clock.
Still sleepy, they loaded the bus
and headed toward Worcester.
The chilly morning air made
the crews work quickly to rig
their boats and get ready for
their 2000 meter sprints. Lake
Quinsigamond was completely
flat and calm, while Trinity
anxiously waited for this day of
competition to begin. The
course's starting line begins underneath the bridge of 1-290
and the finish of the 2000 meter
piece is just short of the Kenneth Burns Memorial bridge.
With the same lineup from
their San Diego trip, the
Women's Varsity eight headed
out first for an 8:20 race against
Mount Holyoke and Holy Cross.
Coxswain Beth Bronzino '99,

Emma Uehlein '99,Jen Halstead
'98, Kathleen Fulton '99, Alison
Odell '99, Lacy Winn '99, Bryna
McConarty '99, Amy Cardello
'98, and Emily Beales '99 had to
have felt confident with their
row as they took the victory
away from their two competitors.
The day was off to a good
start as the Men's Novice Heavyweights were next to take to the
starting line. Under the guidance of their coxswain Dan
Hughes '99, stroke Mikko
Auvinen '00, Jeff Gilbreth '00,
Gus Poole '00, Tim Godfrey '00,
Ryan Young '00, Dylan Rogers
'00, Greg Kern '00, and Caleb
Sayan '00 defeated Holy Cross
and UMass.
Coach Eliot Repko was
pleased with the competitive
nature of his heavies and he reminds them to stay focused.
"Being focused is the absolute
key to victorious rowing!"
claimed Repko.
Coach Stephanie Moore was
there to launch her Women's
Second Varsity eight after the
Novice Men; this was Moore's

KATIE KURZ

Women's Second Varsity eight returns from their 2000 meter race
on Lake Quinsigamond with victorious smiles upon their faces.
first regatta to attend where she
was able to coach and watch
this crew, since last weekend
she was away in California.
These
women
showed
Stephanie only their best as

PAUL HUMAN

The Men's Varsity Heavyweight eight practices on the
Connecticut River after their trip to San Diego, California.

they waked Mount Holyoke and the crews came down the race
Holy Cross. This was an ex- course, the Trinity rowers and
tremely exciting sprint for fans would gather on the bank
Jocelyn Jones'99. Having sat out of lake to cheer them on. The
of practices and Spring Break fourth boat to race was the
training for the past five weeks, Women's Novice Eight. Coach
due to injured ribs and shoul- Erica Schwab couldn't comders, Jones learned earlier this plain as the woffiBrt».puJjed by
week of a misdiagnosis on the Holy Cross, Mount Holyoke,
part of her doctor. What was Smith College.
assumed to be a major injury
After the, fourth victory, the
was justa mere strain that crew: gathered on land for the
needed less than a week of re- dedication ceremony of the
cuperation.
new Men's Heavyweight eight
So, with mixed emotions, she shell. Coach Steve Fluhr led the
immediately started rowing ceremony, as the rowers^
again. A situation such as this fans gathered ar,QU-wd"fRe new
was extremely difficult to cope Vespoli boat, a gift given by the
with, being such an intensive grandparents of Cedric
rower, yet Jones, along with Barringer '95 (last year's Men's
Tricia Balatico '99, Sarah Coyle Heavyweight captain).
'99, Karyn.Meyer '99, Julie
The boat was named Phoebos
Bodganski
'99,
Kelley and Deimos ,the two moons of
Carnwarth '98, Tristin Crotty Mars-fear and pain. Cedric and
'98, Kyra Skvir '98, and Maddy his family were there to be honKane '99 showed that erew is the ored, as Trinity gratefully acultimate team sport as they cepted this new boat. Before the
stole the victory.
boat was launched for the Men's
With three victories thus far race, Cedric christened the boat
for the Bantams, the day wasn't with a new bottle of chamlooking that bad. The bitter pagne.
chill of the morning had subsided and the sun broke
see QUINSIGAMOND on
through the clouds. As each of
page 21

Track And Field Shows Strength At Invitational
BY YOIANDA FLAMINO

Sports Writer

This past Saturday at the
Central Connecticut Blue
Devil Invitational the Men's
and Women's Track and Field
teams competed against a
number of Division I schools,
such as the UConn and the
URI.' Trinity competed well
against these larger schools,
pulling away a few wins.
In the field events, it was
Beth Doran '99 and Shelly
Lozier '99 who stood out for the
women's squad. Doran, in the
hammer throw, was able to
successfully capture second
place with a distance of greater
than 119 feet. This throw
marked a personal record for
Dofan who continues to im-

. prove upon her technique in
• this event which is relatively'
new to her. In the javelin, Lozier
also came in second with a toss
just under iOOfeet It was in this
same event that the men's team
posted a victory, GregTirrelI'99
was able'to. overcome the competition with an impressive
throw of 185 feet.
On the track, the day was begun with the 10,000 meter (6.2
mile) race. The only Trinity
athlete in this race was Eric
Lavigne '98 who wenton to capture second place with a time of
33:24. Altering the pace, the
next event that Trinity placed
people in was the men's 4x 100,
which was able to secure fourth
place, largely in part due to ixn-.
proved hand-offs. This May
consisted of captain Jon Ka'rp
. W,.Marc MacaTeni'99, David

Jewett '99, and anchor Peter ued to impress as she followed who finished, second with a
Young '00.
this with a win in the 100 time of 11:00, Elizabeth and
Fallowing the men's relay hurdles.
Sonya Worthy '98 followed,
was the 3000 steeplechase
Nicole Hanley '99 then took to finishing in fourth and fifth,
which senior captains Charles the track to participate in the respectively. In the last disBaker and Robert Johnson par- 400 meter where she was able tance race of the day, the men's
ticipated in. These two athletes to finish in third place. On the 5000 meter race, David Kyle
had impressive runs, finishing men's team, Young and Karp '00 and Adam Forkn'er '00
third and fourth, respectively, also participated in the 100 toughed it out in the cold rain,
considering that they only be- dash, finishing within the top finishing the race in fourth
gan practicing barriers late this three. They later followed this and fifth with excellent times,
past week. Following this was by repeating the same perfor- considering the conditions.
the 3500 meter race in which mance int he 200 meter dash. .
However, finishing the meet
Ben Appleyard '98 finished
Nearing the end of the meet, with an exclamation point
fourth with a time of 4:06. Also the women's 3000 meter race was the men's 4 x 400 team,
running well in this race were took to the line. Placing a num- made up of David Aucoin '98,
Andy Malick W and Matthew ber of runners in this race, the Jason Wright '00, David Jewett
Wong'00.
Trinity women were able to' '99,and Matthew McShane'99.
After this race, the meet again dominate the competition. This relay successfully apswitched to shorter and quicker Leading the charge was Kim: proached the line with deterevents. In the 100 meter dash, Mendeli'99 whofinishedm first • mination and were able to
captain Michelle Miller '97 dis- place with a time of 10:55.
literally run away with the
played her speed as she wenf ou
She was clqsely followed by. race, as they finished -with a
to win the event. Miller contin- •her.teammate Jill Romano "97 lead exceeding 50 meters., •

